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Zusammenfassung
Mikroelektrodenarrays (MEAs) sind aktueller Stand der Technik für ex-
trazelluläre Messungen und Stimulationsexperimente an biologischem
Gewebe und stellen eine wichtige Komponente in der Entwicklung
biomedizinischer Anwendungen wie Retina-, Chochlear-Implantate und
motorische Prothesen, sowie Herzschrittmachern und Wirk-
stoffuntersuchungen dar. Daher repräsentiert die Erforschung funk-
tionaler Zell-Sensor-Schnittstellen und die Entwicklung neuartiger Ober-
flächenstrukturen und -modifikationen für verbesserte Elektrodeneigen-
schaften ein lebhaftes und fest etabliertes Fachgebiet dar. Eine große
Herausforderung stellt hier die Vereinigung von örtlicher Auflösung, hin-
reichend für Messungen an einzelnen Zellen, und guter Signaleinkop-
plung dar. Ein notwendiger Aspekt hierfür ist die lückenlose Verbindung
von Zelle und Elektrode. Generell bringen Elektroden mit Durchmessern
kleiner als 20µm den Nachteil von hoher elektrischer Impedanz mit
sich, welches das elektrische Rauschen bei Spannungsmessungen stark
beeinflusst. In dieser Arbeit wird ein Nanocavity Sensor Array mit
nanostrukturierten Elektroden für spannungsgesteuerte Stimulation
und extrazelluläre Aktionspotentialmessungen an zellulären Netzwer-
ken präsentiert.
Diese Arbeit lässt sich in vier Teile strukturieren: Die Fabrikation des
Sensors, seine Charakterisierung, gefolgt von der Evaluation für Zell-
Anwendungen. Außerdem wird ein alternatives elektrogenes Zellsystem
untersucht, hinsichtlich der Suche nach einem von Primärkultur und
Tiernutzung unabhängigen neuronenähnlichen Modellsystem.
Hinsichtlich der Sensorfabrikation wird zunächst die auf der Nutzung
der Opferschicht eines konventionellen MEA basierende Herstellung
von Nanocavity Arrays beschrieben,welche durch nasschemisches Ätzen
reali-
siert wird. Die Sensorstabilität gegenüber Zellkulturbedingungen wird
durch die Kultivierung von kardiomyozytenähnlichen Zellen getestet.
Im Folgenden wird die Nanostrukturierung der Elektrodenoberfläche
durch Interdiffusion eruiert und der Sensor hinsichtlich Elektroden-
impedanz und -kapazität zur Einschätzung der elektrischen Eigen-
schaften für Zelluntersuchungen charakterisiert. Mit Hilfe mikrosko-
pischer Untersuchungen wird der der Strukturierung zugrunde liegende
Prozess in Bezug auf Oberflächenrauigkeit, -struktur und -zusammen-
setzung näher untersucht. Die Ergebnisse werden daraufhin im Kontext
der möglichen Anwesenheit von Fremdatomen und Verunreinigungen
diskutiert, welche Hydrophobizität und Elektrodenkapazität als zwei
sehr wichtige Parameter in der elektrophysiologischen Zell-Schnittstelle
beeinflussen können.
Abschließend wird durch Adhäsionsuntersuchungen, Aktionspoten-
tialmessungen und Stimulation die Sensorfunktionalität für Zellan-
wendungen demonstriert. Ein weiterer Teil dieser Arbeit stellt die
Differenzierung der kommerziell erwerbbaren neuronalen Zelllinie ReN-
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cell VM dar. Diesbezüglich wurden verschiedene Protokolle getestet
und die differenzierten Zellen elektrisch stimuliert, um die Entwicklung
von spannungs-gesteuerten Ionenkanälen zu prüfen.
Zusammenfassend wird in dieser Studie ein Sensor-System zur Er-
forschung der Kommunikation zwischen Zelle und Chip präsentiert,
welches komplettiert wird durch einen Ansatz zur Entwicklung eines
neuronenähnlichen elektrogenen Zellmodells, basierend auf der Differen-
zierung einer Zelllinie anstatt der Nutzung von primärer Zellkultur.
iii
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Abstract
Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) are state-of-the-art devices for extra-
cellular recording and stimulation of biological tissue. Furthermore,
they are a relevant tool for the development of biomedical applications
like retina, cochlear and motor prostheses, cardiac pacemakers and
drug screening. Hence, research on functional cell-sensor interfaces, as
well as the development of new surface structures and modifications
for improved electrode characteristics, is a vivid and well established
field. Combining single-cell resolution with sufficient signal coupling
remains challenging due to poor cell-electrode sealing. Furthermore,
electrodes with diameters below 20µm often suffer from a high elec-
trical impedance affecting the noise during voltage recordings. In
this study, a nanocavity sensor array with nanostructured electrodes
for voltage-controlled stimulation and extracellular action potential
recordings on cellular networks is presented.
This work mainly consists of four parts: The device fabrication, its
characterization, followed by the device evaluation for cell applications.
Additionally, an alternative electrogenic cell system is investigated,
emphasizing the advantages of a neuron-like cell system, which is not
relying on animal use for primary cell culture.
First, a simplified method for the fabrication of nanocavity arrays is
realized, based on utilizing the sacrificial layer of a conventional MEA
and is performed by a wet-etch procedure. The device’s stability is
tested under cell culture conditions by culturing cardiomyocyte-like
cells on chip. Next, the nanostructuring of the electrode surface by
interdiffusion is introduced and the device is characterized in terms
of electrode impedance and capacity in order to evaluate the electric
properties for cell interactions. To examine the underlying structuring
processes in detail, microscopic investigations are carried out targeting
surface roughness, structure and composition. The results are discussed
in relation to possible foreign atoms and contaminations, influencing
hydrophilicity and electrode capacitance as two important parameters
in interfacing cells electrophysiologically.
Finally, the device’s functionality for cell applications is demon-
strated by cell adhesion investigations, action potential recordings and
stimulation. Subsequently, different strategies in differentiation of the
commercially available neuronal progenitor cell-line ReNcell VM are
tested. Differentiated cells are electrically stimulated, demonstrating
the development of voltage-gated ion channels. Im summary, a system
for investigation of cell-chip communication is presented, completed by
an approach to develop a neuron-like electrogenic cell model based on
cell-line differentiation instead of primary cell culture.
vi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The term “bioelectronics” describes an expanded and vivid interdisci-
plinary research field. Especially cell-based bioelectronics, targeting
the convergence of electronics with biology and biotechnology [1], does
not only affect the world of science and research, but does also inspire
society, arts and subcultures. This manifests in the biohacking move-
ment [2–4], focusing on a wide range of fields like do-it-yourself biology,
genomics, body enhancements and following the idea of cyborgs. The
latter originally describes a fictional being containing organic and
biomechanical parts, but is usually applied to a human organism with
integrated artificial components or technology [5, 6]. The idea of merg-
ing aspects of human life and electronics was widely pictured in popular
culture like science fiction TV shows (the “Star Trek” cyborg character
Seven Of Nine), movies (the movie “Matrix” (1999), which emphasizes
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brain-machine interface or the movie “Avatar” (2009), which features
mind-uploading) and literature (“Neuromancer” (1984) by William
Gibson).
Those pop-cultural ideas of enhancing the human body with elec-
tronic devices have been answered in the last years by research with
highly functional implants and prostheses. These devices generally
feature a transducer, which connects the electronic system with the
biological system. In case of electrical implants and prostheses, the
transducer is usually an electrode or an array of electrodes, interfacing
cells of the addressed body part. Strategies in restoring sight by retina
prostheses [7], treating loss of limbs [8] and physical abilities by motor
prostheses and exoskeleton suits (“HAL 5”, developed by Tsukuba
University and Cyberdyne), hearing deficit by cochlear implants [9]
and cardiac arrhythmia by implantable pacemakers and defibrillators
[10] are no fiction anymore. Besides applications in patient therapy,
bioelectronic devices and on-chip technologies play also an important
role in research of diseases (like the neurodegenerative Parkinson’s
or Alzheimer’s Disease [11, 12]) or pharmacological studies and drug
screening [12, 13]. Both therapy and research applications demand
attention on the cell-transducer interface. Several sensor concepts
are realized here, which can be classified by the fabrication method
(complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology or
lithography) or transducting system (for example field effect transistor
(FET) or microelectrode array (MEA)).
To investigate single cells as well as intracellular communication
in cell networks, microelectrode arrays (MEAs) are widely used and
are the tools of choice in many extracellular in vitro and in vivo in-
vestigations [14]. One advantage here lies in the less complex buildup
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than used for FETs. Further, MEAs can be fabricated with CMOS or
CMOS-independent processes and arbitrary electrode sizes on silicon-
or glass-based substrates [15–17]. The use of MEAs facilitates non-
invasive, highly parallelized electrophysiological recordings [18, 19] and
neuroelectrochemical measurements [20, 21]. For instance, MEAs can
be used for the detection of neurotransmitter release on the network
level as opposed to carbon fiber electrodes [22, 23]. In general, cells
can be cultured on chip-based sensors up to several weeks or months
enabling long-term experiments. Hence, they provide an interesting
alternative to probe-based techniques that are currently the gold stan-
dard for this type of measurements.
Optimizing the physical interface properties remains a major task
in bioelectronics [14, 24]. Standard planar microelectrodes have some
shortcomings regarding impedance and resolution of single cell voltage-
based measurements. To provide an appropriate spatial resolution, the
electrode size should not overcome the size of a single cell. This elec-
trode miniaturization, however, leads to a higher electrode impedance
and therefore additional electronic noise.
Another crucial aspect in the performance of on-chip electrical ex-
periments on biological tissue is the seal resistance of the electrode–cell
interface [15]. A large gap between cell and electrode represents one
of the main drawbacks of planar bio-chips [15, 25, 26] since it causes
a low junction resistance and thus large leakage currents, resulting
in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Additionally, electrodes with a
high distance to the cell require higher electrode potentials in cell
stimulation experiments.
Various attempts in material research and design of sensor surfaces
aim for a functional cell-sensor interface and an efficient signal transmis-
3
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sion. Different layouts have been realized to support cell guidance [27],
adherence [24], and sealing [28] for electrical and chemical recording.
Approaches for improving the cell-sensor interface include: surface
modifications by nanopores, -pillars [29, 30], -spines [31, 32] and -wires
[33, 34] as well as neurocages [35], graphene [36] and carbon nanotubes
[37–40] or interdigitated geometries [41].
Nanocavity arrays are promising devices for localized on-chip record-
ings of electrogenic cells in a network, due to their high spatial resolution
and good signal to noise characteristics [42, 43]. They combine a large
electrode area – and therefore low electrode impedance – with a small
cavity opening.
Another improvement of the electrode impedance can be achieved by
nanostructuring the electrode surface [30]. This increases the effective
electrode area and could thus increase the electrode capacitance and
lower the sensor impedance. Also such a structured surface is assumed
to be advantageous for cell adhesion [44].
In this thesis a new simplified approach to fabricate nanocavity sen-
sors is presented and its applicability evaluated by extracellular action
potential recordings and voltage-controlled stimulation. The need for
an easily accessible fabrication method is addressed by utilizing the
adhesion layer of a standard MEA and introducing nanostructuring
of the electrode material by interdiffusion, which further improves the
electrode characteristics and could be beneficial for cell adhesion. The
fabrication method is investigated and the device was characterized
in terms of electrode impedance and capacitance. This study further
focuses on an understanding of the underlying interdiffusion effect
by demonstrating the influence of the processing temperature. Struc-
tural examination was carried out by atomic force microscopy (AFM),
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and discussed under consider-
ation of surface energy and composition influences. The quality of
cell-chip coupling is documented by focused ion beam (FIB) section-
ing. Action potential recordings were performed on a model system
of cardiomyocyte-like HL-1 cells and the cell networks response to
voltage-controlled stimulation was observed by simultaneous calcium
imaging.
The beneficial electronic and cell adhesion properties of nanocavities
and surface structuring are combined here, leading to a low impedance
device with a high spatial resolution for interfacing single cells and cell
networks. Further, the efficiency of nanocavity fabrication and electrode
structuring is optimized by utilizing standard device components and
process steps.
The second part of this work is the differentiation and implementa-
tion of an alternative electrogenic cell system for electrophysiological
applications. Several differentiation strategies are tested and on-chip
stimulation with simultaneous calcium imaging was performed to in-
vestigate the development of voltage-sensitive ion channels. This offers
the opportunity to further implement a neuron-like cell system without
using primary cell culture from animals.
The scripture is structured as following. First, in chapter 2, a
general introduction in the underlying theoretical aspects is given.
This includes basic electrophysiology and the electrophysiology of the
investigated cell systems, the description of the electrode-electrolyte
interface which is pivotal for any cell culture experiment with MEAs
and subsequently, the fundamentals of the targeted experiments of cell
recording and stimulation as well as optical detection of action poten-
tials are described. An overview on the used materials and methods is
5
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given in chapter 3. Here, the device fabrication is described as well as
characterization techniques, concluding with a introduction to the cell
culture protocols and the setup for recording and stimulation applica-
tions. The results of this thesis are presented and discussed in chapter
4, ranging from the device processing and the device characterization
in terms of electrical and structural properties to the device application
for cell experiments. Finally, the findings in the implementation of
neuron-like cell system are shown and discussed, followed by a summery
of the gained perceptions in chapter 5, appointed with impulses for
future investigations.
Two publications [45, 46] have emerged from the scope of this work,
which have been used in excerpts in subsections 4.1.1, 4.2.1, 4.3.1 and
section 2.3 as well as in the abstract and this introduction.
6
Chapter 2
Fundamentals & Theory
2. Fundamentals & Theory
2.1 Basics of Electrophysiology
2.1.1 Membrane Potential
Eucaryotic cells are functional compartments, enclosed by mem-
branes. These membranes consist of three parts: a lipid double layer
with a thickness of ∼5 nm, which acts as a diffusion barrier for ions.
The glycocalyx (40 nm), which provides communication with and pro-
tection from the environment (e.g. adverse molecules and viruses).
And the spectrin-actin network, an approx. 300 nm thick mechanical
stabilisator [47].
Since the intra- and extracellular space is filled with aqueous salt
solutions with different ion concentrations (see Table 2.1), a potential
difference between the inner and outer cell space is generated, called
the “membrane potential”. Here, the intracellular solution is dominated
by K+ ions and the extracellular by Na+ and Cl– ions. To enable
Ion Intracellular Extracellular
Na+ 12 mmol L−1 145 mmol L−1
K+ 155 mmol L−1 4 mmol L−1
Ca2+ 10−8-10−7mmol L−1 2 mmol L−1
other cations 5 mmol L−1
Cl– 4 mmol L−1 120 mmol L−1
HCO –3 8 mmol L−1 27 mmol L−1
other anions 155 mmol L−1
resting potential -90 mV 0 mV
Table 2.1: Extra- and intracellular ion concentration, and resting poten-
tial of an eukaryotic cell. Adapted from [48].
interaction with the environment, the cell membrane is equipped with
8
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various proteins (see Fig. 2.1). Ion channels as one example allow
for ion diffusion (driven by the chemical potential difference) through
the cell membrane. The example of K+ ion transport can be used
to demonstrate this process. The concentration gradient over the
membrane initiates a K+ eﬄux through the K+ channel out of the cell,
while the so created electrical potential difference (the intracellular
space becomes more negative compared to the extracellular space)
initiates a K+ influx into the cell. When electrical and chemical
potential differences achieve a balance, i.e. in- and outflow of potassium
ions are the same, an equilibrium potential is established.
As for K+, there are also specific channels for other ions, introducing
a relative permeability Pion for every ion species. Therefore parts of
the membrane can be seen as resistors with certain conductivities. To
calculate the potential in the equilibrium state (∑ I = 0 for the ion
currents) across the insulating membrane for a single ion species, the
Nernst equation can be used:
Eion =
RT
zF
ln
[c]e
[c]i
(2.1)
With gas constant R, absolute temperature T , charge number z, Fara-
day constant F and extra- and intracellular ion concentration [c]e/i.
This is also called the equilibrium potential. Considering a case with
the contribution of only one ion species, the species’ equilibrium poten-
tial equals its resting potential, the steady-state membrane potential.
Since more than one ion species are involved, a combined resting po-
tential has to be calculated, which is mainly determined by the K+
equilibrium potential, although the minor Na+ and Ca2+ permeabilities
have to be considered as well. There are small leackage currents of
9
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both ions through protein transport channels and into the cell, turning
the intracellular potential to more positive values and causing a K+
eﬄux. These currents are driven by an electrochemical force, which
is caused by the difference in membrane potential and Na+ (or Ca2+,
respectively) equilibrium potential. Hence, ion pumps take effect to
work against the channel diffusion, holding up the resting potential.
The Goldman equation (2.2) applies, which considers internal and
glycoprotein
channel protein
receptor protein
gated channel protein
transport protein
peripheral 
membrane protein
extracellular space
cytosol
Figure 2.1: Simplified model of the cell membrane, which contains the
lipid bilayer and different proteins. The ion permeabilities implemented by
the channel proteins enable interaction with the cell environment.
external concentration ce/i and membrane permeability Pion for each
species and sums over the ions with the highest currents through the
membrane (Na+, K+ and Cl– ). It provides the membrane potential
for the steady state (sum of all ion flows through the membrane equals
zero), the so-called resting potential:
Erest =
RT
F
ln
PNac
Na
e + PKcKe + PClcCli
PNacNai + PKcKi + PClcCle
(2.2)
10
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The Goldman model assumes a linear voltage drop over the membrane
and a zero net current. However, that does not explain the electrical
excitability and the appearance of action potentials, which will be
discussed in the next paragraph.
2.1.2 Action Potentials
An action potential (AP) is a rapid and local change of the mem-
brane potential from the resting potential of between −50 mV and
−70 mV to positive values around +30 mV, which can propagate along
the membrane and is induced by a depolarization of the cell. The initial
change of the membrane potential that is referred to as depolarization
can be caused by various sensory inputs to neurons with specialized
receptor proteins, classified by the sort of stimuli they respond to. For
instance: chemoreceptors (chemical stimuli), thermoreceptors (temper-
ature), mechanoreceptors (mechanical stress or strain), photoreceptors
(visible light), osmoreceptors (osmolarity of fluids) or baroreceptors
(pressure in blood vessels). These membrane proteins alter the mem-
brane’s ion permeability when they respond to one of the mentioned
influences and create a potential change. Basically, there are two kinds
of potential changes: graded potentials and action potentials, both can
be caused by signals from other cells or by extracellular stimulation
(addressed in detail in subsection 2.4).
Opposed to action potentials, the amplitude of graded potentials
is proportional to the magnitude of the stimulus (see Fig. 2.2) [49].
Graded potentials usually do not involve action of voltage-gated ion
channels. In contrast to action potentials, which actively excite the
neighboring membrane, gated potentials beyond the threshold decay
11
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Figure 2.2: Overview about possible potential changes in excitable cells.
Graded potentials can be depolarizing or hyperpolarizing, but may not reach
the threshold for evocation of an action potential. Only if the threshold is
exceeded, an action potential can occur. Image reprinted with permission
from [49].
to the resting potential following the cable equation (see section 2.1.3)
and thus represent the passive electrical property of the membrane.
Neuronal Action Potential The neuronal action potential
is induced by the opening of voltage-gated Na+ channels, when such
a potential change (depolarization) reaches the threshold of between
-40 mV and -50 mV [50]. Na+ ions flow into the cell and drive the mem-
brane potential to more positive values, towards the Nernst potential
for Na+ (approx. +60 mV [48]). Next, voltage gated K+ channels open
on a slower time scale and a potassium eﬄux out of the cell sets in
to repolarize the cell after internal dynamics of the proteins initiate
closing of the Na+ channels. Since the opening window of the K+
channels is longer than of the fast Na+ channels, a repolarization even
12
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below the initial membrane potential is possible (hyperpolarization).
The K+ channels then close and the Na+ channels stay inactivated
until the resting potential is re-established again by ion diffusion and
pumps (Na+/K+ exchanger). Then a new AP can be processed. If the
depolarization does not reach the threshold, the membrane potential
will return to the resting potential without generation of an AP (“all
or none” principle).
Figure 2.3: The cardiac action potential. While the neuronal AP is
mainly defined by Na+ and K+ flows, Ca2+ is eminent for the cardiac AP.
Re-used within the GNU Free Documentation License [51].
Cardiac Action Potential Whereas the neuronal AP is
mainly defined by Na+ and K+ flows, for the cardiac AP Ca2+ is
eminent. Is the cardiac cell stimulated, externally or by an adjacent
cell through gap junctions, the cardiac AP starts with a steep slope
in the potential course (see Fig. 2.3, phase 0), caused by fast Na+
channels (similar to the neuronal AP). In phase 1, the fast Na+ chan-
13
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nels inactivate and a minor decrease in membrane potential is caused
by transient outward K+ and Cl– currents. In a next step, balanced
(long-lasting, “L-type”) Ca2+ inward and (slow rectifier) K+ outward
currents result in the phase 2 potential plateau and the hence in-
creased intracellular Ca2+ concentration initiates cell contraction. The
Na+/Ca2+ and Na+/K+ exchangers start to re-establish the original
ion concentrations. The so-called rapid polarization phase is introduced
by the inactivation of the L-type Ca2+ channels, while the slow rectifier
K+ channels stay open and more K+ channels (e.g. rapid delayed and
inwardly rectifying) open, restoring the potential to values around
−90 mV. Then the rapid channels close, while the inwardly rectifying
channels continue helping to re-establish the resting potential (phase 3
and 4). Ion pumps additionally pump out the intracellular Ca2+ and
the contraction relaxes [51].
5 ms
50 mV
0 mV
Figure 2.4: Time scale of neuronal and cardiac action potential. Due
to slow Ca2+ channels involved in the cardiac action potential process, the
cardiac AP has a much longer duration. Adapted from [52].
Pacemaker Potential In contrast to sensory neurons, some
cells do not need external stimuli to generate action potentials; they
depolarize spontaneously and with a regular rate. This mechanism
can be found for example in cardiac pacemaker cells, located in the
14
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sinusoidal node of the heart. Here, from a membrane potential around
−60 mV, slow Na+ channels open, producing a small, depolarizing
inward current. This leads to the opening of transient (“T-type”) Ca2+
channels and a further depolarization of the cell. At about −40 mV
L-type Ca2+ channels opens until the action potential threshold is
reached, between 30 mV and 40 mV. Since the further depolarization
is done by slow L-type Ca2+ channels, while T-type Ca2+ and Na+
channels close, the slope of the action potential is lower than in other
cardiac cells. Repolarization occurs after K+ channels open (and L-
Type Ca2+ channels close at the same time), providing an outward
K+ current and leading to hyperpolarization, which again is needed
to activate the pacemaker channels and start the cycle again [53]. In
contrast to the cardiac action potential of non-pacing cells, the AP
here is caused by a large Ca2+ current, not the influx of Na+ [51].
Thus, the pacemaker potential or diastolic depolarization is the
potential increase during the non-contracting time between two heart
beats, which is the requirement for reaching the action potential thresh-
old. Not the fast Na+ channels, but relatively slow Ca2+ channels are
crucial for the generation of a pacemaker potential and the principle of
spontaneously fired action potentials [54]. Due to this fact, the cardiac
AP differs clearly in its temporal pattern from the neuronal AP, as
can be seen in Fig. 2.4.
Hodgkin-Huxley To model the electrical behavior of the cell mem-
brane, i.e. to find an expression for the time-dependent membrane
current, the theory proposed in 1952 by Hodgkin and Huxley can be
used [55]. It has been stated, that the membrane can be handled as a ca-
pacitor with the capacitance CM . Further, the ionic concentrations can
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be presented by voltage sources, referring to the equilibrium potentials
of the relevant ion species (Eion). Last, the ion specific permeability
of the membrane is symbolized by resistors with conductances gion.
The resulting equivalent circuit (Fig. 2.5) is called “Hodgkin-Huxley
element” and can be described by a differential equation, basing on
the equation for the plate capacitor:
I = dQ
dt
= CdV
dt
+ V dC
dt
CM
dVM
dt
= I − IK − INa − IL
(2.3)
The ion and leakage currents IK , INa and IL can be calculated using
the difference between membrane potential and equilibrium potential,
combined with the membrane conductances gion:
VM
intracellular
extracellular
gK gNa gLCM
ENaEK EL
Figure 2.5: The Hodgkin-Huxley element, the cell membrane’s equiva-
lent circuit. The membrane capacitance and the membrane permeability are
respresented by CM and conductances gK , gNa and gL, while the equilibrium
potentials of the relevant ion species are considered as well.
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IK = gk(VM − EK)
INa = gNa(VM − ENa)
IL = gL(VM − EL)
(2.4)
In the end, the Hodgkin-Huxley equation for the membrane current is
achieved:
I = CM
dVM
dt
+ gK(VM −EK) + gNa(VM −ENa) + gL(VM −EL) (2.5)
2.1.3 Signal Propagation
Cable Theory To describe the signal transmission along a cylin-
drical cell, one can use the model of a coaxial cable, consisting of an
inner conductor and an outer conductor, separated by an isolator or
dielectric.
The condition for cellular signal propagation is the depolarization of
the neighboring membrane parts above the AP threshold. This is done
by the potential difference between the excited membrane at point x
and the neighboring membrane area x+ dx (or x− dx), generating an
ion current from x to x± dx. This current depolarizes the neighboring
membrane. If the depolarization is sufficient to cross the threshold, Na+
channels open and a new AP is created [48]. To model the electrical
characteristics of a cylindrical cell, one can handle every membrane
element dx as a parallel circuit of an ohmic resistor RM , representing
the conductivity of the membrane by different ion channels, and a
capacity CM , representing the membrane’s isolating character at areas
where no ion channels provide ion permeability. Since a current into
the electrolyte is involved in the signal transmission, the resistance of
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the electrolyte inside and outside the cell also have to be considered:
Ri (internal) and Re (external). This results in the equivalent circuit
of a coaxial cable, seen in Fig. 2.6.
RM
CM
Re
Ri
x
Figure 2.6: The equivalent circuit of a coaxial cable, the model for signal
transmission along a cylindrical cell. The internal and external electrolyte
resistance Ri and Re is included as well as the membrane capacitance CM
and the membrane resistance RM .
The current across the membrane can be calculated via:
IM = IC + Iion = CM
δVM
δt
+ VM
RM
(2.6)
With IC as the capacitive current and Iion = INa + IK + IL the ionic
current. Following Ohm’s law, the decrease in VM with distance can
be stated as equal with the product of current times resistance [56]:
δVM(x, t)
δx
= −RiIi (2.7)
Ri is the resistance of the cytoplasm and Ii the current along the axon
or cylindrical cell. Further, Ii can be related to the membrane current
IM :
δIi
δx
= −IM (2.8)
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Combining equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, one gets the cable equation for
the “axon cable”:
λ2
δ2VM
δx2
− τ δVM
δt
= VM(x, t) (2.9)
with the membrane length constant
λ2 = RM
Ri
(2.10)
and the membrane time constant
τ = CMRM (2.11)
Considering that velocity is basically calculated by v = dx/dt, the
velocity of a potential wave along the membrane can be calculated via:
v = 2λ
τ
=
2
√
RMa
2Ri
RMCM
(2.12)
The equation has been expanded with a, the fiber radius and thus the
propagation velocity is proportional to
√
a.
To include a voltage-dependent membrane resistance, equation (2.9)
has to be combined with the Hodgkin-Huxley equation. As the signal
transmission along the cell is described by cable theory, the intercellular
signal transmission is sustained by synapses, the celluar contact points.
Chemical Synapse In cells that are not directly in contact with
each other, signal transmission is done via chemical synapses, which
transfer incoming signals via neurotransmitter release (see Fig. 2.7a).
Here, two neurons are separated by a synaptic cleft (20-50 nm) [47].
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When an electrical signal arrives at the presynaptic terminal, voltage-
gated Ca2+ channels are activated and trigger the fusion of synaptic
vesicles, which contain neurotransmitters. The neurotransmitters are
released into the synaptic cleft and are detected and translated into
different postsynaptic events by various receptors. For example, those
postsynaptic events can be changes in the membrane potential (leading
to an AP) or gene expression. The transmission speed of chemical
synapses is determined by the diffusion and the reuptake of neurotrans-
mitters [57].
Figure 2.7: Chemical and electrical synapse. Reprinted with permission
from [57]. Chemical synapses (a) transfer incoming signals via neurotrans-
mitter release. In electrical synapses (b), cells are directly connected with
each other; signals do not have to overcome a synaptic cleft.
Electrical Synapse In electrical synapses, cells are directly
connected with each other; signals do not have to overcome a synaptic
cleft. Therefore this connection can be seen as the above described cable
transmission with a different electrolyte resistance. The cytoplasm of
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the cells is connected by intercellular channels, the gap junctions (see
Fig. 2.7b). These allow for direct transmission of electrical ion currents,
intracellular messengers and small metabolites. Therefore electrical
synapses have an insignificant transmission delay. Furthermore, in
contrast to chemical synapses, they are bidirectional [57].
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2.2 Cell Models for Electro-
physiology
2.2.1 HL-1
As a model system for electrophysiological measurements, the car-
diac muscle-like cell line HL-1 is often chosen. It was derived from an
AT-1 mouse cardiomyocyte tumor by Claycomb et al. [58] and shows
some valuable features for electrical recording and stimulation experi-
ments, very similar to those of primary cardiac myocytes. The cells
grow in monolayers and due to their tumoral origin, can be proliferated
and cultured for a long time. They keep their phenotype over several
passages and further spontaneously generate synchronized action po-
tentials with amplitudes up to the mV range, which spread over the
whole cell layer. The culture’s electrical activity can be confirmed by
eye due to the contraction, which is linked to the occurrence of action
potentials. Therefore HL-1 cells are ideal for the first assessment of
bioelectronic devices [52]. The usage of HL-1 cells suggests itself for
investigation of electrical stimulation and pacing procedures as well,
to conduct fundamental research for applications like heart pacemaker
devices.
2.2.2 ReNcell VM
ReNcell VM is a human neuronal progenitor cell line derived from
the ventral mesencephalon of human fetal neural tissue. For immor-
talization, the cells have been retrovirally transduced with the myc
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transcription factor, which is based on the viral myelocytamatose
proto-oncogene (v-myc). This leads to an increased proliferation.
This cell system was developed by ReNeuron [59] and is commercially
available from Millipore. According to the distributor and Donato
et al. [60] ReNcell VM shows a stable pheno- and genotype over
multiple passages and, due to their multipotency, can be differentiated
into glial cells and neurons. Also they are reported to differentiate
into dopaminergic neurons and develop the ability to generate action
potentials. Thus, this cell type represents a promising cell platform for
the investigation of neuro-degenerative diseases like Parkinson’s Disease
(PD), as well as the modeling of neuronal networks on chip and research
on intercellular communication pathways. Another advantage of using
this cell line is that it achieves a neuronal-like system independent of
primary cell culture and therefore avoids the use of animals.
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2.3 MEAs and the Electrode-
Electrolyte Interface
In the following sections, an overview over the benefits of micro-
electrode array (MEA) technology as well as the theoretical foundations
for understanding the interface between a system of interest and a
transducer shall be given. The subsequent introducing paragraph
has partly been published in [45] and [46]. Using MEA technology is
the method of choice for in vivo and in vitro electrophysiological and
electrochemical investigations of single cells, cell networks and tissue.
MEAs provide an interesting alternative to probe-based techniques like
patch clamp and carbon fiber microelectrodes, since they represent
a long-term, non-invasive, highly parallelized measurement system.
Cells can be cultured on MEAs up to several weeks. Due to a high
spatial resolution, provided by the high number of sensor electrodes
on one chip, these devices can not only perform on single cell scale,
but can also be used for investigations on cell network level. Electrical
extracellular recording and stimulation techniques with MEAs are well
established [14, 15, 25, 61–68] and the optimization of the physical
interface properties has gained growing attention in the last years [24,
28, 30, 42, 43, 69, 70]. Electrode impedance, sealing resistance between
cell and sensor, electrode size and density are the most important
parameters for improvement of this interface, since they correlate with
the signal-to-noise ratio and the spatial resolution. A high junction
resistance is coupled with low leakage currents and is therefore beneficial
for signal transduction. A low sensor impedance supports a high signal-
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to-noise ratio for voltage recordings and improves the charge transfer
capabilities for cell stimulation.
The electrochemical electrode-electrolyte interface is crucial for
medium containing cell measurements, therefore a closer look on the
correlated theories will be taken. After that, the attempts in material
research and sensor design by the community to improve cell-sensor
coupling and electrical electrode parameters will be presented.
2.3.1 Helmholtz Double Layer
As soon as a metal is exposed to a liquid, basic concepts of elec-
trochemistry have to be considered. In the case of extracellular MEA
measurements, the interface between the electrode and electrolyte is of
paramount importance, since it greatly influences the signal transmis-
sion between cell and sensor. If an electrode is immersed into an ion
solution, the excess charge of the metal assembles at the surface, while
in the electrolyte ions with opposite charge are attracted to the metal
surface. This process is driven by the different electron energies of both
media. Since an electrolyte usually consists not only of ions, but also
of solvent molecules with a dipole moment, the ions are not directly
in contact with the metal surface due to their solvation sheaths. Two
regions of equal and opposite charge are build up and their charge
distribution is known as the electric double layer, which can be modeled
as a parallel-plate capacitor. Its plate distance equals r2 , with r as
the free ion’s radius. Since the “plate separation” is extremely small,
the double layer has a high capacitance. On the metal side of the
system, the charge extends over a region around 1Å, while the region
in solution is around 5-20Å thick [71]. This is the most elementary
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model to treat the electrode-electrolyte interface and was developed
by Helmholtz [72, 73].
Starting from the parallel-plate capacitor view, the capacity of this
so-called Helmholtz layer can be calculated with:
CH =
20r
r
(2.13)
with relative permittivity r, vacuum permittivity 0 and the ion radius
r. Electrode and electrolyte are both handled as ideal conductors
here and the capacity is assumed to be constant [71, 74]. This does
not conform to real systems, therefore a more elaborate model was
established.
2.3.2 Gouy-Chapman Model
In contrast to Helmholtz, Gouy and Chapman assumed the elec-
trolyte solution to be freely diffusing point-like ions in a dielectric
continuum (the solvent). Therefore the solution is not treated as ideal
conductor. Electrostatic forces produce the greatest concentration of
charge carriers directly at the electrode surface and thermal processes
tend to randomize the charge carrier distribution. The interplay of
both influences creates a diffusive layer at greater distances from the
electrode surface. There, the electrostatic forces are more likely to
be overcome [74]. In the following, the way to achieve an expression
for the capacitance in the Gouy-Chapman model shall be sketched,
orientated at the approach of Schmickler et al. [71].
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For a planar electrode, the potential can be calculated with the
Poisson equation:
d2φ
dx2
= −ρ(x)
r0
(2.14)
with the charge density in the electrolyte ρ(x):
ρ(x) = ze0(n+(x)− n−(x)) (2.15)
Here, n+/−(x) are the densities of cations and anions and can be
calculated via Boltzmann statistics, n0 shall be the bulk density, kB
the Boltzmann constant:
n+ = n0 exp
(
−ze0φ(x)
kBT
)
(2.16)
n− = n0 exp
(
ze0φ(x)
kBT
)
(2.17)
Inserting equations (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) in (2.14) leads to the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. By applying ze0φ(x)
kBT
>> 1, one can
simplify to the linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation:
d2φ
dx2
= κ2φ(x) (2.18)
And the Debye length:
LD =
1
κ
(2.19)
with
κ =
(
2(ze0)2n0
r0kBT
) 1
2
(2.20)
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By solving 2.18 with an exponential ansatz φ(x) = A exp(−κx) and
obtaining the constant A from the charge balance condition´∞
0 ρ(x)dx = −σ and the Poisson’s equation, this yields:
φ(x) = σ
r0κ
exp(−κx) (2.21)
Applied to the differential capacity C = δσ/δφ, the capacity for the
Gouy-Chapman model can be calculated:
CGC = r0κ cosh
(
ze0φ(0)
2kBT
)
(2.22)
2.3.3 Gouy-Chapman-Stern Model
The Gouy-Chapman model assumes ions as point-like objects that
can gain infinitely close access to the electrode surface. Therefore
equation (2.22) yields to an unlimited increase of capacitance with
the increase of φ(0) (not verified experimentally). This downside was
addressed by Stern [75].
The ionic radius as well as the solvation sheaths and a layer of
solvent on the electrode surface (see Fig. 2.8) have to be considered,
leading to a so-called outer Helmholtz plane, which marks the closest
ion approach. Stern treated the shortcoming of the Gouy-Chapman
approach by dividing the electrode-electrolyte interface model into
two parts. At low electrolyte concentrations and polarizations, the
limits of the Gouy-Chapman model are negligible. At high electrolyte
concentrations or larger polarizations, the ions tightly accumulate at the
electrode and the Helmholtz model applies. For distances farther than
the Helmholtz plane, the statistical Boltzmann approach of Gouy and
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Chapman can be used, showing that the charge in solution gathers in a
diﬀusive ion layer. In the end, this demonstrates that the capacitance
can be seen as a series network of Helmholtz parallel-plate capacitance
(representing the charges at the Helmholtz plane) and diﬀerential Gouy-
Chapman capacitance (representing the diﬀusive charge in the bulk
solution) [74]:
1
CGCS
= 1
CH
+ 1
CGC
(2.23)
The Gouy-Chapman-Stern model still might have its weak points (i.e.
eﬀects like ion pairing and chemical interactions with the surface are
neglected), but nevertheless it represents a suﬃciently good model for
predicting real systems.
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Figure 2.8: The Gouy-Chapman-Stern layer and the regarding potential
function. Depicted are the inner Helmholtz layer (IHL, grey), the outer
Helmholtz layer (OHL, blue) and the double layer (DL, green).
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2.3.4 Butler-Volmer Equation
To complete the image of the electrode-electrolyte interface, electron-
transfer reactions and their kinetics have to be highlighted. They
especially count when a voltage is applied to the electrode in reference
to the electrolyte’s potential. To obtain an equation for the relation
between faradaic current and voltage, a concept is adapted from chem-
ical kinetics [71]:
First, the electrochemical reaction rate has to be defined:
ν = koxcsred − kredcsox (2.24)
With the surface concentrations of the reduced and oxidized species
csox/red and kox/red as the rate constants. To formulate expressions for
the latter, the Transition State Theory (TST) can be used:
kox = A exp
(
−∆Gox(φ)
RT
)
(2.25)
kred = A exp
(
−∆Gred(φ)
RT
)
(2.26)
The Gibbs energies ∆G depend on the electrode potential φ and the
factor A is constant. Using a Taylor series around φ0 and the electro-
static contribution to the Gibbs energy Fφ, the standard equilibrium
potential for a redox reaction, leads to:
∆Gox(φ) = ∆Gox(φ0)− αF (φ− φ0) (2.27)
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with
α = − 1
F
δ∆Gox
δφ
∣∣∣∣∣
φ0
(2.28)
and
∆Gred(φ) = ∆Gred(φ0) + βF (φ− φ0) (2.29)
with
β = − 1
F
δ∆Gred
δφ
∣∣∣∣∣
φ0
(2.30)
α and β are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients. By assuming
that the electrostatic potentials of the reactants are unchanged when
the electrode potential is changed, it can be stated:
δ∆Gox
δφ
∣∣∣∣∣
φ0
= −δ∆Gred
δφ
∣∣∣∣∣
φ0
(2.31)
And therefore:
α + β = 1 (2.32)
Now equations (2.25), (2.26), (2.27), (2.29) and (2.32) can be combined
and with the Nernst equation (2.1) the Butler-Volmer equation is
obtained, providing a relation for the faradaic current density:
j = j0
[
exp
(
αFη
RT
)
− exp
(
−(1− α)Fη
RT
)]
(2.33)
j0 = Fk0(csred)1−α(csox)α (2.34)
With the current density j, the exchange current density j0 and the
overpotential η = φ − φ0. At equilibrium potential, the anodic and
cathodic current cancel each other, since they have the same magnitude
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(j0), but different signs. With these equations, charge transfer reactions
in dependence of an applied over-potential can be estimated.
2.3.5 Surface Modifications
One of the major tasks in bioelectronics is the optimization of the
devices’ physical interface. Various attempts have been made to func-
tionalize the interface between sensor and cell to achieve a better signal
transmission in electrical recording and stimulation as well as chemical
recordings. Hence, the attributes surface structure and sensor-cell seal-
ing demand special attention, since the correlated parameters electrode
impedance and sealing resistance strongly influence transmission (see
chapter 2.4). Already the first successful MEA measurements on heart
cells [76] and dissociated neurons [25] were performed with electrodes
modified by platinum black, leading to establishment of the so-called
“Pine Array”. This sensor was developed by the Pine Lab and widely
used for the investigation of neurons [77, 78]. The MEA consists of
61 electrodes in a hexagonal order, which have a diameter of 12 µm
and a pitch of 70µm. Electroplating the electrode with platinum black
increases the electrode area and thus decreases the electrode impedance,
following the equations:
ZC =
1
iωC
(2.35)
with
C = 0r
A
d
(2.36)
ZC is the impedance of a capacitor and C the capacitance of a plate
capacitor, referring to the capacitor model for the electrode-electrolyte
interface.
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The disadvantage of platinum black as an electrode modification is
its instability, which requires a re-platinization after a certain time of
use. To address this issue, mechanically stable nanoporous platinum
MEAs have been developed [79]. Similar concepts have been realized
with nanoporous [80] as well as “fuzzy” gold electrodes [81]. Besides
platinum and gold as high conductive, biocompatible and chemical sta-
ble materials, also other materials have been investigated for targeting
the need to increase electrode area on the one hand and to improve the
cell-sensor contact on the other hand. One example here is the titanium
nitride (TiN) electrode, which is produced by plasma-enhanced chemi-
cal vapor deposition (PECVD) under nitrogen atmosphere, resulting
in a fractal deposition and therefore a nanocolumnar, rough structure
[82, 83]. Further materials under development for improvement of
the cell-electrode contact are carbon nanotubes (CNTs), processed by
nickel or ion catalysts, electroplating or microcontact printing as well
as PEDOT/polypyrrole coatings [84, 85] or combinations of polymers
with CNTs, graphene or biomolecules [86–88].
Independent of the electrode material, several methods for two-
or three-dimensional electrode design represent another possibility to
support cell guidance, adherence and sealing by surface structuring
and patterning on the nanoscale. Besides the already mentioned
nanopores, nano-pillars [29, 30], -spines [31, 32] and -wires [33, 34]
have been investigated, providing cell engulfment and perfusion. To
include single neuron specificity, so-called neurocages have been created
[35, 89]. Referring to the example of Maher et al., these neurochips are
built up of a gold electrode at the bottom of a pyramidal cavity, in which
the cell is immobilized. Additionally, thin tunnels are implemented to
allow axon guidance and outgrowth. All these attempts suffer from
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the downside of an advanced fabrication method which implies several
lithography steps.
An ideal approach for a highly functionalized device, allowing for
voltammetric and amperometric cell investigations, could be realized in
a combination of the presented methods of surface nanostructuring for
improved electrode impedance and cell adherence, channels for guidance
and outgrowth, and 3D structures like nanocages for immobilization
and sealing.
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2.4 Extracellular Recording and
Stimulation
2.4.1 Point Contact Model
In the Point Contact Model, the interface between electrogenic cell
and electrode is described by an idealized equivalent circuit, shown
in Fig. 2.9. The contact between cell and electrode is simplified
to one single point in the cleft with the junction potential VJ . As
shown, the electrical behavior of the membrane can be calculated with
the Hodgkin-Huxley model (eq.(2.5)). The cleft itself is electrically
represented by the seal resistance. Aside from electrode size, density
and impedance this is one of the most important parameters for on-
chip electrophysiology. The sealing, i.e. the amount of signal leakage
through the cleft in the surrounding medium is covered here by the
inverse quantity, the junction conductance gJ . This relates to the cleft
geometry [90, 91], the surface morphology, surface modification and
cell type. The electrode is modeled by the electrode capacity CE. A
charge transfer resistance is not included, since faradaic processes shall
not be considered here. With Kirchhoff’s law, a relation between the
junction potential and the intracellular potential can be set:
CE
dVJ(t)
dt
+ gJVJ(t)
= CM
d(VM(t)− VJ(t))
dt
+
∑
ion
gion (VM(t)− Vj(t)− Eion)
(2.37)
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Figure 2.9: The equivalent circuit of the cell-electrode system, used
in the Point Contact Model. The contact between cell and electrode is
represented by a single point with the junction potential VJ . The sealing is
described by the junction conductance gJ and the electrode is modeled by
the capacity CE , the conductance gE and the potential VE .
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But assuming the capacitive electrode current to be negligible, the
junction potential VJ to be small compared to the membrane potential
VM , and the ion concentration in the cleft as homogenous, the equation
can be simplified to:
VJ(t) =
1
gJ
(
CM
dVM(t)
dt
+
∑
ion
gionVM(t)− Eion
)
(2.38)
For modeling on a subcellular scale, the Point Contact Model should
be replaced by the Area Contact Model [92, 93] with a sufficient spatial
resolution at the cell-electrode interface. For the scope of the processes
described in this work, the Point Contact approach is the standard
model and has a satisfying accuracy.
2.4.2 Stimulation Forms
Regarding electrostimulation, first the suitable stimulation form
has to be chosen. The appropriate waveform is differed between
current- and voltage-controlled stimulation. In case of the first, the
stimulation current is defined by the stimulation function, while the
voltage is free to change corresponding the Ohm’s law. In order to
avoid irreversible chemical reactions at the stimulation electrode, so-
called charge-balanced current pulses are used, especially in the area of
deep brain stimulation. This means, that positive and negative charge,
accumulating due to the anodic and cathodic current stimulation pulse,
are equal: ˆ
t
I+dt =
ˆ
t
I−dt (2.39)
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Nonetheless, current-controlled stimulation has the disadvantage, that
the voltage for the anodic and cathodic part of the stimulation function
are usually not equal and can not be exactly controlled. This means,
the applied voltage can reach values that induce irreversible chemical
reactions. On the contrary, in case of voltage-controlled stimulation,
the voltage is defined by the stimulation function, while the current is
unfixed. The voltage can easily be kept within a safe stimulation range
(“water window”), avoiding gas evolution at the electrode. The obvious
drawback here is that there is a lack of information about ion charge
and current, which are crucial for stimulation success. Additionally,
another lack is the possibility to apply charge-balanced stimulation
pulses, and therefore there is the possibility that charge accumulates.
However, in context of high-frequency stimulation this can be beneficial
for stimulation success [68].
2.4.3 Charge Transfer
In addition to the voltage- and current-controlled stimulation mode,
it also has to be distinguished between capacitive and faradaic stimu-
lation. If capacitive stimulation is applied, there is no charge transfer
between electrode and electrolyte. A potential is generated by the
charges at the electrode surface, following Poisson’s law. This ef-
fects the ions in the electrolyte and leads to a current density and a
counter-acting potential in the solution.
In case of faradaic stimulation, the voltage reaches values which
trigger electrochemical reactions like oxidation and reduction. Charge
carriers pass the electrode-electrolyte boundary. The so created faradaic
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current is dependent on the voltage drop, as well as the applied electrode
current and the diffusion of reagents to the electrode.
2.5 Optical Detection
As described in subsection 2.1.2, intracellular calcium is involved
in action potential generation. In addition to contributing to the elec-
trochemical potential, cellular calcium ions play an important role as
second messengers in signal transduction. They trigger neurotrans-
mitter release, regulate muscle contraction and act in processes like
fertilization and cell death [94]. Therefore observation of changes
in intracellular calcium concentration directly provides information
about the cell functionality and it represents a possibility for indirect
monitoring of action potential occurrence and propagation.
In this work, fluorescence-based calcium imaging is used to prove
cell functionality in terms of electrical activity. Additionally it is com-
bined with electrophysiological experiments to observe the cell system’s
response to extracellular stimulation. Especially for the latter, optical
action potential detection by calcium imaging is a beneficial method,
since it does not suffer electrical cross talk. This is a phenomena that
usually occurs when electrical recording and stimulation is simultane-
ously performed and leaves the recording channel electrically “blind”
for the moment of stimulation transmission into the cell system. Thus,
by replacing electrical recordings by an optical method, stimulation
experiments can be carried out and results can be acquired instanta-
neously. The technique’s basic principles are described in the following,
referring to Takuhashi et al. [95].
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To visualize intracellular calcium, so-called calcium indicators are
used. These fluorescent dyes change their emission/absorption spectra
or fluorescence wavelength when binding to calcium. The indicator is
brought into the cell, where it can bind to intracellular calcium. If the
dye-calcium combination is now excited with a dye-specific wavelength,
photons with a shifted wavelength are emitted and can be detected via
microscopy and recorded with high-speed and high-sensitivity devices.
Hence, a change in intracellular calcium can be associated with a
change in fluorescence intensity.
In a first step, one can distinguish between two groups of calcium
indicators: chemical (based on BAPTA, a calcium-specific aminopoly-
carboxylic acid) and genetically encoded (based on GFP, the green
fluorescent protein, or variants of this) indicators. Here, the group of
chemical calcium indicators is relevant, since they generally show larger
signals for a given change in calcium concentration than other probes.
Further criteria for classification are their ratiometric or non-ratiometric
(e.g. single-wavelength) character, as well as the excitation/emission
group (blue, green, yellow/orange, red/NIR) and their chemical form
(salt/acid, ester, dextran conjugates). The method of choice for loading
dye into the cell is dependent on the latter.
Most of the fluorescent dyes are cell membrane impermeant, there-
fore there are a number of techniques for dye loading into the cell:
Macro- and microinjection for larger molecules, diffusion techniques
and ATP-induced permealization are some of them. In this thesis, the
dye Fluo-4 AM has been used, utilizing the so-called ester loading
process. Here, the molecule’s carboxylic group is modified with an
acetoxymethyl (AM) ester group, leading to an uncharged complex
that is able to pass through the cell membrane. Within the cell, the
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AM ester group is cleaved by esterases and the charged form of the
dye becomes trapped in the cell [96].
Another characteristic influencing the calcium indicator choice is
the dissociation constant KD, which represents the calcium binding
affinity. The best calcium sensitivity is achieved below and near KD.
High-affinity dyes can yield high fluorescence intensity, but also satu-
rate at quite low calcium concentrations and tend to buffer intracellular
calcium. This can lead to inaccuracies in estimation of calcium concen-
tration. Low affinity dyes are advantageous for calcium investigation
on a subcellular scale and rapid concentration changes, since their
reaction kinetics are fast enough to cover high temporal resolution
events.
For a qualitative measure of the intracellular calcium concentration,
a pseudo-ratio ∆F/F0 can be used [97]:
∆F
F
= F − Fbase
Fbase −B (2.40)
with the change in fluorescence ∆F , the measured fluorescence intensity
of the indicator at the start of the experiment F , the background
intensity B and Fbase the intensity before stimulation, i.e. before
calcium increase. ∆F/F is thought to approximate the intracellular
calcium concentration. With this approach, differences of indicator
concentration between cells can be normalized [98].
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3. Materials & Methods
3.1 Device
3.1.1 Planar MEA
Planar micro-electrode arrays (MEAs, see Fig. 3.1) were produced
in-house in the clean-room of the Helmholtz Nanoelectronic Facility
(HNF) Jülich or the Center of Advanced European Studies and Research
(caesar), Bonn. As previously described [22, 46] a 4-inch borosilicate
wafer was structured by standard photo-lithography. The fabrication
scheme is depicted in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.1: a) Micro-electrode array (MEA) with glass ring for cell
culture applications. b) Electrode and feedline design of the active area in
the chip center. At the end of every feedline a circular electrode is located,
creating a 8 × 8 pattern. Blueprint by M. Banzet.
A double-layer resist (LOR 3b, Microchem, Newton, MA and AZ
nLOF 2070, MicroChemicals, Ulm, Germany) was used to deﬁne the
electrode area and the respective feedlines. This 8 × 8 square array
pattern can be seen in Fig. 3.1b. After development of the resist
structure, a metal stack of Ti/Pt/Cr or Ti/Au/Cr was deposited
by electron beam. In a subsequent lift-oﬀ step, the metal structure
was deﬁned. The chip was passivated using an overall 800 nm thick
stack of ﬁve alternating SiO2 (200 nm) and Si3N4 (100 nm) layers
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(ONONO) or an approx. 2µm thick polyimide layer (PI), fabricated
by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, at 280 ◦C)
or a spincoating process, respectively. On this passivation, a second
photolithography was performed and the structured resist was used
to introduce a circular opening into the passivation layer on top of
the electrodes and to open the bond pads by reactive ion etching
(RIE). This defines in the end the electrode area later exposed to
the electrolyte. For the metal stack the Ti layer serves as adhesion
material between borofloat surface and electrode materials (Au or Pt),
whereas the Cr layer promotes the adhesion between electrode metal
and ONONO passivation and serves additionally as sacrificial layer.
The cavity production by utilization of the Cr layer will be described
in the next subsection. The chip dimensions are 1 inch × 1 inch, with
28µm wide (in the center region) feedlines, electrode openings of 12
or 24 µm and center-to-center distance (pitch) between the electrode
openings of 200 µm.
For applications not related to cell culture, like investigation of the
chrome etching process (see subsection 3.1.2), impedance spectroscopy
or microscopy, MEAs with the same design and composition but a
smaller size of 11 mm × 11 mm and electrode openings with a diameter
of 3, 8, 10, 15 and 20 µm were also used.
3.1.2 Sacrificial Layer Etching
In a last production step, the nanocavities were fabricated by re-
moving the chromium adhesion layer to an adjustable length along
the electrode feedline (Fig. 3.2d). The resulting reservoir between
electrode and passivation layer is defined by the feedline width and the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic fabrication steps of a Pt nanocavity array. First
Ti/Pt/Cr feedlines were deposited on a boroﬂoat wafer (a). A stack of
alternating silicon oxide (200 nm) and silicon nitride (100 nm) layers was
deposited to passivate the device (b) and opened by reactive ion etching
(c). The cavities between passivation and electrodes were fabricated by wet
etching of the chromium layer (d). Published in [45] and reproduced by
permission of Wiley-VCH.
length of the back-etched feedline as well as the afore chosen thickness
of the chromium adhesion layer. The chromium etching was exe-
cuted with a commercially available chromium etch solution (Chrome
Etch No. 1, MicroChemicals) on basis of ceric ammonium nitrate
((NH4)2[Ce(NO3)6]) and perchloric acid (HClO4) and has the following
composition: 10.9% ceric ammonium nitrate, 4.25% perchloric acid
and 84.85% H2O. Ceric ammonium nitrate is a strong oxidizing agent
and therefore provides the main reaction in the etching process:
3Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 + Cr → Cr(NO3)3 + 3Ce(NH4)2(NO3)5 (3.1)
The oxidation state of Ce is reduced from IV to III and the oxidation
state of Cr is increased from 0 to III. Perchloric acid serves as chemical
stabilizer for ceric ammonium nitrate. At the beginning of the etching
process, a black ﬁlm on the electrode opening can be observed. This
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can be identified as chromium nitrate, which is reported to be steadily
produced during etching [99], but dissolves in the aqueous etchant.
The etch rate was determined to 7µm/min, measured on a MEA
with 80 nm chrome layer and 24µm electrode opening [46], approaching
a square-root dependence of time for long-time scales (x ∼ √t). The
etching process was controlled optically and stopped by transferring
the sample to a water bath, rinsing it for several minutes.
3.1.3 Surface Structuring by Inter-
diffusion
Interdiffusion is a well known and documented phenomenon [100–
108] which represents the migration of two atom species from separated
areas into each other. Here, it mainly describes the migration of the
electrode (Au or Pt) and sacrificial layer material (Cr), respectively.
After removing the chromium layer, a rough nanostructure is revealed.
For an Au/Cr system it is known that the process of atomic diffusion
is temperature dependent and needs a certain activation entropy to be
triggerd. Diffusion of crystalline solids can be interpreted as jumps of
individual atoms. The reason for diffusion is a decrease of the Gibb’s
free energy of the system and the driving force is the chemical potential
(atoms diffuse from high potential areas to low potential areas) [108].
3.1.4 Gold Interdiffusion Samples
For a targeted investigation of gold interdiffusion on a large scale,
unstructured gold samples were fabricated in a clean-room environ-
ment. For this, a 4-inch silicon wafer was oxidized and metalized
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with a stack of Ti/Au/Cr (10 nm/200 nm/100 nm). Subsequently, the
wafer was cut into 7 mm × 7 mm pieces. To reveal the temperature
dependence of the surface structuring procedure by interdiffusion, the
samples were treated in a furnace with different annealing tempera-
tures (100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C, 400 ◦C, N=5 for each temperature) for
two hours without ramping and compared to unheated samples (20 ◦C,
N=5). The chromium layer was removed by wet etching and the
samples were washed before characterization by different microscopy
methods, impedance spectroscopy and contact angle measurements.
3.2 Characterization
3.2.1 Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy
When considering AC circuits, there are two main entities which have
to be taken into account: Inductance (caused by voltages induced by
the magnetic fields of currents) and capacitance (electrostatic storage
of charge induced by voltages between conductors) [109]. To apply
the concept of resistance to AC circuits, impedance is introduced as a
quantity which represents magnitude and phase difference between the
voltage and current response.
Sensor impedance is an important parameter in bioelectronics, es-
pecially to evaluate the performance of devices interfacing cells and
tissue. Low-impedance electrodes support a high signal-to-noise ratio
and are therefore indicator for a good signal transmission in recording
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applications. Further, a low impedance is beneficial for the charge
transfer capabilities in cell stimulation.
In electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) a small AC voltage
signal v(t) = Vm sin(ωt) with voltage amplitude Vm is applied to the
system of interest and the resulting steady state current i(t) = Im
sin(ωt+ϑ) with the current amplitude Im and phase difference ϑ is
measured [110]. Equivalent to the ohmic behavior of a DC system, the
impedance can then be defined as the relation between AC voltage and
current:
Z(ω) = v(ω, t)
i(ω, t) =
Vm sin(wt)
Im sin(wt+ ϑ)
(3.2)
The magnitude is here |Z| = |Vm|/|Im|. Hence, impedance is a more
general concept and the ohmic resistance can be seen as impedance
with zero phase angle. A phase difference of zero can be interpreted
as purely resistive behavior while the capacitive characteristics of
an electrode in an electrolyte causes a certain phase shift of 90◦.
Mathematically the properties of magnitude and phase can be combined
in the representation of Z as an imaginary vector quantity:
Z = Z ′ + iZ ′′ = |Z| exp (iϑ) (3.3)
The real value and the imaginary value can be identified with the
resistive impedance ZR = R (since an ideal resistor is purely real)
and the purely imaginary reactive impedance of inductor or capacitor:
ZL = iωL and ZC = 1iωC , with the inductance L and the capacity
C. The impedance for the system of interest in this thesis consists
dominantly of resistive impedance and capacitive reactive impedance
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and is hence expressed by:
Z = R + 1
iωC
(3.4)
The impedance data within this work were measured with a Biologic
VSP300 potentiostat and is graphically presented in a Bode plot. This
is usually a combination of a Bode magnitude plot (respresenting the
system’s frequency response) and the Bode phase plot (representing the
phase shift). For clarity, the phase data plot was renounced here. For
extracting the sensor capacitance from the measured impedance data,
the electrode-electrolyte interface as the electrochemical system of
interest was emulated by an equivalent circuit (see Fig. 3.3) containing
an ohmic resistor (modelling the electrolyte resistance Re) in series with
a ohmic resistor and a capacitance in parallel (modelling the charge
transfer resistance Rct and the Helmholtz double layer capacitance
Cdl).
Re
Cdl
Rct
Figure 3.3: Equivalent circuit for determination of the sensor capacity
from impedance data. Re represents the electrolyte resistance and is in series
with the charge transfer resistance Rct and the double layer capacitance
Cdl.
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3.2.2 AFM
The Atom Force Microscope (AFM) was introduced in 1986 by Bin-
ning et al. as a combination of scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
and profilometer [111]. With AFM, both insulators and conductors
can be investigated non-destructively. The main elements of an AFM
are the AFM tip (usually made of silicon or silicon nitride and with a
dimension in the nanometer range), the so-called cantilever (carrier of
the tip), a light source and a photo-detector (see schematic image in
Fig. 3.4). The core mechanism of this technique is the determination
the atomic forces between tip and sample surface. This forces cause
deflection or oszillation of the AFM tip, which is measured via a laser
focused on the cantilever and reflected to a photo-detector. The force
on the tip can then be calculated with a relation between force F and
deflection in z direction ∆z:
F = k∆z (3.5)
With k being the spring constant, describing the characteristics of the
oscillating cantilever. It is dependent on geometry and material and
has a dimension of 1 N m−1 [112]. Therefore forces of several pN or
even in the fN range can be measured. From the changing force on
the AFM tip, the distance to the surface can be concluded and thus
the topography is imaged. The AFM has several operation modes.
To map the surface structure of Au and Pt nanocavity arrays and to
estimate the sample’s roughness, a Bruker Nanoscope V Multimode
has been used in the tapping mode. Here, a tip oscillation near the
tip’s resonance frequency is generated by a piezoelectric element. The
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photo diodelaser
piezo
x-y-z scanner
cantilever
Figure 3.4: Schematic display of the AFM working principle in the
tapping mode. The force between AFM tip and sample surface is determined
by measuring the deflection of the tip.
resonance frequency is defined as:
f0 =
1
2pi
(
k
m
) 1
2
(3.6)
It becomes clear, that mass and spring constant are the defining
parameters and the tip is the crucial element. In order to reach the
maximal deflection for a given force, a low k is neccessary and to
minimize environmental noise, a high resonance frequency is aspired.
This is gained by a low k tip material. The low k is then combined
with a small tip mass, resulting in a large k/m ratio [111]. Here, a
Bruker RTESPA-300 tip was used, made of antimony doped silicon,
with a spring constant of around 40 N m−1 and a resonance frequency
of approx. 300 kHz. With decreasing distance between tip and sample,
the amplitude decreases due to forces like van der Waals forces, dipole-
dipole interactions and electrostatic forces. The cantilever amplitude
is maintained constant by height adjustment and the force of the
intermittent contacts between tip and sample surface is mapped [113].
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3.2.3 SEM
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique to image the
surface topography of a specimen by scanning with a focused electron
beam. A detailed description is given in the book of Goldstein et
al. [114], which served as guideline for the following short overview.
SEM basically consists of an electron gun, two or more electron lenses,
a deflection system and an electron detector (see simplified scheme
in Fig. 3.5a). The electron gun is a source of electrons, which are
accelerated to an energy in the range of 1-40 keV. To achieve a sharp
image with high magnification, the beam is focused on the sample
surface by electron lenses. Next, the electron beam leaves the last
lens, enters the specimen chamber and falls onto the sample surface,
where it interacts within a depth of approx. 1µm. The two main
signals of these process are secondary electrons and back-scattered
electrons, induced by the accelerated electrons of the electron beam.
These electrons are collected by the electron detector, consisting of a
positively charged wire mesh screen, a scintillator, a light pipe and a
photomultiplier tube. After being attracted by the charged screen, the
electrons get converted by the scintillator into light, which again is
transformed into an amplified electrical signal by the photomultiplier.
For image formation a scanning system is needed, represented by the
deflection system. This contains two pairs of electromagnetic coils,
which are used to control the beam position, leading to a rectangular
scanning raster. When scanning the sample surface, variations in
signal intensity occur, creating an image on the viewing screen. The
magnification is set by reducing or extending the area size scanned by
the scan coils. Here, a Zeiss Gemini 1550 system was used to image
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the surface topography of nanostructured Au layers and cavity devices.
Figure 3.5: a) Schematic display of the FIB/SEM construction. The
electron (SEM) or ion (FIB) source is focused by several apertures and lenses
on the sample surface. b) SEM working principle: the electron beam causes
secondary and backscattered electrons, which are detected by a scintillator.
c) FIB working principle: The focused ion beam abrases material out of the
sample surface.
EDX To perform elemental composition analysis, energy-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used. This technique bases on the
x-ray excitation of the sample surface and is usually combined with
a SEM system. Each chemical element has a unique structure and
therefore a unique x-ray emission spectrum. The electrons of an atom
within the sample are distributed in discrete energy levels, so-called
electron shells. The high-energy electron beam also used for SEM
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excites an electron from a inner shell and increases its energy to leave
the atom, leaving behind an electron hole. This hole can be filled by
an electron from an outer, higher energetic shell. The excess energy
of this transition is emitted in form of x-rays, which are characteristic
for the emitting element and its atomic structure [115]. The resulting
radiation is measured by a energy-dispersive spectrometer, resulting in
a sample specific spectra which depicts emission peaks for the elements
contained in the investigated sample. The penetration depth and thus
the lateral resolution is dependent on the primary electron energy E0
and the energy of the excited electron shell Ec, as well as the material
density ρ [116]:
Zm = 0.033
(E20 − E2c )
ρ
(3.7)
The EDX analysis within this thesis was performed with a Magellan
400 SEM-FEI system and the penetration depth for Au and Cr ranges
around 0.5µm.
FIB The core element of a focused ion beam (FIB) system is the
ion column (see Fig. 3.5a), which is similar to the electron beam
column of a SEM. The main difference is the use of a gallium ion (Ga+)
beam instead of an electron beam. The ion beam is generated by a
strong electric field applied to a liquid metal ion source. Here, a liquid
gallium cone is formed on top of a tungsten needle and treated with an
excitation voltage of around 7 kV. The emitted ion beam is focused by
electrostatic lenses and beam stigmatism is balanced by an octopole.
The beam current is varied with an aperture mechanism and ranges
between 1 pA and 10 nA for different applications like low-current FIB
imaging and high-current FIB milling. The ion beam energy ranges
between 10 and 50 kV.
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FIB milling, the technique used here for FIB cross-sectioning of
cells on nanocavity arrays (with a FIB Helios 600), bases on sputtering
of neutral or ionized substrate atoms. A high ion current beam is
focused on the sample surface, resulting in a physical sputtering of
surface material (see Fig. 3.5b). The etch rate depends on the scanning
style, possible material redepostion and the angle of incidence. A more
detailed overview about FIB techniques can be found in [117] and
[118].
3.2.4 Contact Angle Measurement
The contact angle of a liquid drop on a solid surface is directly
related to the three surface tensions of the solid-liquid, solid-vapour
and liquid-vapour interface. In mechanical equilibrium, this relation is
given by the Young equation [119]:
γlvcosθY = γsv − γsl (3.8)
θY is here the Young contact angle and a schematic of the system is
shown in 3.6. The contact angle can be determined by a tangent of
the liquid drop at the surface base. To gain an accurate fit of the drop
shape and the contact angle, several methods are in use. The best fit
is a numerical integration of the Young-Laplace equation, referring to
literature [119, 120]. The Laplace-Young equation provides a relation
between drop radii of a curved area r1 and r2, surface tension γlv and
pressure difference across the curved liquid surface ∆p:
∆p = γlv
( 1
r1
+ 1
r2
)
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The accuracy for the fit is better than ±0.3◦ [120]. Contact angle
measurements on plane and structured gold surfaces have been per-
formed with a Data Physics OCA20 contact angle measurement setup
and the Laplace-Young contact angle fit was performed automatically
by the belonging Data Physics software.
γ
sl γsv
γ
lv
θ
Y
Figure 3.6: To determine the contact angle, a liquid drop is placed on
the surface and a tangent is set at the drop surface base. The contact angle
is a measure for the surface tensions of the solid-liquid (γsl), solid-vapour
(γsv) and liquid-vapour (γlv) interface.
3.3 Cell Culture
3.3.1 HL-1
As previously described [45, 46, 121], cardiomyocyte-like HL-1 cells
(see Fig. 3.7) were cultured in T25 culture flasks in a humidified
atmosphere at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. Cells were maintained in Clay-
comb medium with 10% FBS, 100 µg mL−1 Penicillin and 100umL−1
Streptomycin (PenStrep), 2 mm L-glutamine [58] (all from Life Tech-
nology) and 0.1 mm norepinephrine (Sigma), and split after reaching
confluency, approx. two times per week. For splitting, 1 mL of a
Trypsin/ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution was applied,
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5 mL Claycomb medium was added and the cell suspension was cen-
trifuged for 5 min at 500 g. The resulting cell pellet was then resus-
pended in 1 mL media and a certain cell amount was taken off for
sample preparation. The rest of the cells was re-plated for further
maintenance. The cells in the confluent cell layer form gap junctions
and begin to send action potentials through the cell sheet. With
further maturation, the cells develop contractive behavior and action
potentials can be confirmed by observing cell movement.
Figure 3.7: HL-1 cells in an almost fully confluent monolayer. In this
state, gap junctions are formed and the cells start contraction. Scale bar:
200 µm.
Sample Preparation After post-processing (cavitiy etching,
placing of glass culture rings), MEAs were thoroughly washed with
MilliQ water to remove etching residues as well as dust particles and
other impurities. After drying with nitrogen, chips were prepared
for cell culture applications. First a sterilization with UV light (20-
30 min) was done in order to avoid bacteria or yeast contamination
and subsequently, the chip surface was coated with an adhesion me-
diating protein. Here, MEAs were incubated with a sterile solution
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of 5 µg mL−1 fibronectin and 0.02µg m−1 gelatin for one hour at room
temperature. After formation of the protein layer, the device was
washed two times with sterile MilliQ water. HL-1 cells were plated in a
sufficient density, aiming to achieve a confluent cell layer after 3-4 days
in vitro (DIV). When the cells reached confluency, electrophysiological
measurement were carried out.
For FIB sectioning, HL-1 cell were plated on nanocavity arrays, fixed
and dehydrated like described in literature [122]. For that, cells were
washed two times with pre-warmed PBS and chemically fixed with a
solution of 3% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 20 min at room temperature.
Glutaraldehyde was removed and cells were washed with PBS (1x) four
times. Dehydration was carried out by placing the samples for 5 min
at a time in a concentration cascade of ultra-pure ethanol (10%-100%).
The samples were stored in 100% ethanol until being dried by critical
point drying (CPD).
CPD was performed with established parameters: 70% ethanol was
used as agent and after cooling to 10 ◦C, the medium was exchanged
10 times with liquid CO2. After the ethanol was replaced mostly
by CO2, the CPD chamber was heated to 39 ◦C, above the critical
temperature point of CO2 at atmospheric pressure (35 ◦C). Reaching
the critical temperature, a transition from liquid to vapour happens,
without a change in density. Therefore, the sample is not damaged by
surface tension during this drying method. In the end, the pressure was
slowly decreased to atmospheric pressure. To prepare for SEM/FIB
investigations, the samples were sputtered with iridium to provide a
conductive area on the organic cell material. Additionally, the structure
of interest was covered with platinum, before performing the FIB cut.
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3.3.2 ReNcell VM
ReNcells VM (see Fig. 3.8a) were initially cultured following the
standard maintenance protocol by Millipore [123]. For this, a T25
culture flask was coated with laminin to improve the cell adhesion.
This was done by incubating 20 µg mL−1 laminin solution at 37 ◦C
for at least fuor hours or overnight. The culture flask was washed
with medium one time, before plating the cells. Culture medium was
prepared by adding fibroblast and epidermal growth factors (FGF
and EGF, each 20 ng mL−1 medium) as well as PenStrep (10 µg mL−1)
to Millipore’s ReNcell NSC Maintenance Medium. When reaching
80% confluency, the cells were splitted by the Trypsin/EDTA induced
enzymatic process. Differently from HL-1 culture, cells were centrifuged
at 300 g before re-plating. For differentiating the cells towards neuronal
fate, three protocols were tested, which are described in the following.
Millipore Differentiation The addition of FGF to the
ReNcell maintenance medium supports cell proliferation, while EGF
supports the dopamine-induced proliferation. According to the Milli-
pore protocol, differentiation (see differentiated ReNcells in Fig. 3.8c) is
initiated by withdrawal of growth factors. Therefore, the medium was
exchanged with growth factor-free maintenance medium, supplemented
only with PenStrep. Millipore recommends a differentiation period
of two weeks with a media change every 2-3 days. Donato et al. [60]
report rounded cell bodies with extensive neurite outgrowths after 4
days with this differentiation method and identified neurons, astrocytes
and oligodendrocytes with immunocytochemistry after finalizing the
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Figure 3.8: ReNcell VM in the undiﬀerentiated (a) and diﬀerentiated
(b) state. When diﬀerentiating, small and round cell bodies are formed and
neurite outgrowth sets in. ReNcells are able to form neurospheres (c), which
migrate after transfer to a laminin-coated surface (d). Scale bars: 200 μm.
protocol. Here, cells were diﬀerentiated two weeks minimum before
immunostainings were performed.
Neurospheres Neural stem cells are able to grow as neurospheres,
free-ﬂoating clusters of cells. Donato et al. [60] presented an exten-
sion of the standard Millipore diﬀerentiation protocol by culturing
ReNcells ﬁrst as neurospheres, before applying the Millipore protocol.
This diﬀerentiation protocol is also documented elsewhere [124, 125]
and has been tested within this thesis. For that, cells were cultured
for several days in standard maintenance medium on uncoated cul-
ture ware. Subsequently, neurospheres formed (see Fig. 3.8c and d)
and were transferred to laminin-coated samples, before the Millipore
diﬀerentiation protocol was induced.
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Heparin Supported Differentiation Choi et al. [126]
demonstrated differentiation of ReNcell VM into neuronal and glial
cells within three weeks following a heparin-based differentiation pro-
tocol. Heparin is reported to support neuronal and dopaminergic
differentiation [126] as well as to activate Wnt signaling for neuronal
morphogenesis [127], therefore this protocol was chosen as one alterna-
tive to the standard differentiation protocol by Millipore. The heparin
differentiation medium was compounded as following: 5 mL DMEM
F12 without Glutamax was supplemented with 2% (v/v) B27 without
vitamin A (Life Technologies), 2µg mL−1 heparin (Stem Cell Technolo-
gies) and 1% (v/v) PenStrep. ReNcell have been differentiated for 21
days with a medium change every 2-3 days.
Co-factor Induced Differentiation This differentiation
protocol bases on the work of Kirkeby et al. [128], who developed a
differentiation procedure to achieve neuronal cells from human embry-
onal stem cells. This protocol was adapted to the ReNcell VM system.
Here, the differentiation period of 21 days can be devided into three
phases and is documented in detail in [129]. In the first phase (day
0-4), a base medium made of DMEM F12 medium (24 mL), neurobasal
(NB) medium (24 mL), N2 supplement (1:100) and 0.5% PenStrep
(1 mg mL−1, 500µL), 1 mL B27 without vitamin A (1:50) was used
for cultivation. On the first two days, 10µm medium rock inhibitor
(Y-27632, Tocris Bioscience) was added to the culture medium.
In the second phase (day 4-11), the concentrations of the base
medium components were changed to: 24.1 mL DMEM/F12, 24.1 mL
NB medium, N2 supplement (1:200), 0.5 % PenStrep and B27 without
vitamin A (1:100). The medium was changed every two days, without
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rock inhibitor. In the third phase (day 11-21) the base medium was
prepared as following: 48.2 mL NB medium, B27 without vitamin A
(1:50), 333µL ascorbic acid (0.2 mm) and 0.5% PenStrep. Here, with
every medium change 20 ng mL−1 brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) and 10 ng mL−1 glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor
(GDNF) was added. Additionally, from day 14 on 0.5 mm dibutyryl-
cAMP (db-cAMP) was added with every medium change.
Sample Preparation For on-chip applications, ReNcell VM
were plated on laminin coated MEAs or nanocavity arrays. The chips
have been treated with an O2 plasma (5 min, 1 mbar, 80 W, Diener
PICO), for cell adhesion supporting surface cleaning and activation.
Within the scope of this thesis, a better compatibility of PI passivated
devices with differentiating ReNcells has been revealed, compared to
differentiation on ONONO passivated devices. Fig. 3.9shows differenti-
ating ReNcells on a PI chip (left) and on an ONONO chip (right). For
long term-culture, the PI surface seems to provide better adhesion and
cell viability, while the cells form bundles and detach after several days
on the ONONO surface. This might be due to a different interaction
of the adhesion protein laminin with the surface. Immunostainings
have been carried out on flame-activated glass coverslips and will be
described in the following subsection.
3.3.3 Immunofluorescence Analysis
The antibody-based method of immunofluorescence staining is
widely used to detect specific cell proteins. Indirect immunofluorescent
labelling was performed on differentiated ReNcell VM to evaluate the
differentiation process. In this technique, cells are incubated with a
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Figure 3.9: Differentiating ReNcells on a PI passivated chip (left) and
an ONONO passivated chip (right). While on PI a homogenous and dense
cell layer is provided, cells detach and form bundles after several days on
ONONO. Scale bars: 200 µm.
primary antibody, which binds to the target protein. Then, a sec-
ond antibody is used, which carries the fluorochrome with a specific
emission wavelength. This binds to the first antibody and thus, the
protein of interest can be identified by the emission color in fluores-
cence microscopy. For immunifluorescent stainings cells were cultured
and differentiated on laminin coated glass coverslips. First, a cross-
linking fixation method was applied to the cell samples, leading to
intra- and inter-molecular covalent bonds between amino-containing
groups, which stabilizes the cell structure. Here, cells were rinsed three
times with pre-heated PBS (1×) and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 15 min at room temperature. Subsequently, the samples
were washed again three times with PBS (1×). To permealize the
cell membrane for cell-impermeable antibodies to reach the antigens,
cells were treated for 15 min with a permeabilization solution (0.3 %
Triton X-100) at room temperature. After washing again, blocking
of unspecific bonding sides was performed over night by incubation
with 1% BSA and 2% goat serum in PBS at 4 ◦C or for one hour at
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room temperature. The next day, primary antibodies were added:
Microtubule-Associated Protein 2 (MAP2, rabbit host, Millipore) in a
1:500 dilution in 0.5 % BSA/PBS solution (1×) and tyrosine hydroxy-
lase (TH, chicken host, Neuromics) in a 1:200 dilution in 0.5 % BSA in
PBS (1×). The samples were incubated for 2 hours at room temper-
ature in a wet chamber, before being washed and second antibodies
were added with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, dilution 1:500):
Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-chicken (1:1000, Life Technologies) to bind to
the primary TH antibody and Alexa Fluor 546 goat anti-rabbit (1:1000)
for the primary MAP2 antibody (Life Technologies). Subsequent in-
cubation of one hour at room temperature was done and the samples
were washed a last time. Coverslips were mounted with mounting
medium (Dako Deutschland) on a microscope slide. 520 nm (Alexa
488), 574 nm (Alexa 546) and 460 nm (DAPI) are the corresponding
emission wavelengths for the following fluorescence microscopy.
3.4 Setup
3.4.1 Amplifier System
For action potential recordings and voltage-controlled stimulation,
the Bioelectronic Multifunctional Amplifier System (BioMAS) was
used, a custom-made amplifier system developed and built in-house in
the electronic department of ICS-8/PGI-8, Forschungszentrum Jülich.
A detailed description of the system, which consists of a generalized
main amplifier and specialized headstages, providing huge flexibility in
carrying out bioelectronic measurements with various chip types and
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measurement purposes, can be found in the dissertation by S. Eick
[130]. Based on that, a short view over the main system components
shall be given.
Main Amplifier The main amplifier (see Fig. 3.10a) contains
in sum thirteen PCBs (printed circuit boards), one of which is used
for the communication with a PC and controlling the measurement
with a microcontroller. Further PCBs are occupied with recording and
amplification circuits for the incoming cell signals. Another main part
is the control and generation of the stimulation signals, localized on
another PCB. The amplifier supports 64 channels for recording and
on each of these channels an user-defined voltage stimulation pulse
can be applied, either of sinusoidal or triangular shape (frequencies up
to 200 kHz and amplitudes up to ±5 V) or rectangular shape (same
frequency range and amplitudes up to ±10 V). In case of recording
a)
b)
c)
Figure 3.10: Components of the BioMAS system. a) Mainamplifier, b)
pre-amplifier (headstage) and c) software interface for stimulation.
applications, the incoming signal experiences the first amplification by
an inverting amplifier, with a factor of -1 or -10. After being low-pass
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filtered to remove high frequency noise, the signal is passed to the
second processing stage. Here, it can be chosen between a high-pass
filter, realized by a RC-circuit and with an adjustable cutoff-frequency
and a pass to the next processing stage without any modifications.
The purpose of the first option is to suppress low-frequency drift in
long-term measurements, whereas the second option is chosen if low
frequency signals or DC signals are of interest.
The third processing stage is the final signal amplification. Similar
to the first amplification, it is done by an inverting amplifier, providing
again an amplification factor of -1 or -10. Therefore, the main amplifier
enables signal amplification between factor 1 and 100. Subsequently, the
signal is passed to a data acquisition (DAQ) card (National Instruments)
and sampled for the transfer to a PC.
Pre-Amplifier The headstage (pre-amplifier, see Fig. 3.11b)
used within this work features both recording and stimulation prop-
erties. A chip with the cell system of interest is placed directly into
the headstage and contacted via 64 contact pins. The core elements
for recording are two PCBs with amplifier electronics for in sum 64
channels. The amplification here is performed by a non-inverting am-
plifier with a high input impedance. An operational amplifier (OPA)
is used, providing an amplification factor of 10. Thus, the combined
amplification system offers a maximum amplification of 1000. Addi-
tionally the headstage has a slot for a reference electrode, which is
connected to ground. For electrophysiological recording and stimula-
tion, an Ag/AgCl wire was connected and immersed into the electrolyte
solution of the chip.
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For stimulaton experiments, the voltage pulse can be generated
either by the main amplifier or the DAQ card. Here, the main amplifier
mode was chosen and the corresponding stimulation pulses were applied
via one or several electrodes of the headstage.
Software The software for the BioMAS system was also devel-
oped in-house and programmed by D. Lomparski and W. Hürttlen.
It can be divided into two parts: a graphical user interface (GUI),
programmed in LabVIEW, and a dynamic link library (DLL) pro-
grammed in C++ and implemented in the LabVIEW software. The
DLL executes the communication between microcontroller and main
amplifier and controls the DAQ. This means, the DLL coordinates the
data acquisition and storage to the PC and provides downsampled data
for the instantaneous measurement visualization. The GUI is depicted
in Fig. 3.11c. The 64 channels can be observed simultaneously and the
stimulation pulse can be set in terms of waveform, frequency, duration
and amplitude.
3.4.2 Calcium Imaging
As described in section 2.5, cells were stained with the calcium
sensitive fluorescent dye Fluo-4 AM to image the intracellular cal-
cium concentration, which is correlated to the occurrence of action
potentials. In order to do that, a solution of 0.5 mm Fluo-4 AM in
dimethylsulfoxide was added to the medium in a ratio of 1:2000 (v/v)
and HL-1 cells were incubated 15-30 min, while differentiated ReNcells
were incubated to this end for 30-45 min. After washing one time
with pre-warmed medium, chips were transferred to the headstage for
stimulation experiments and culture dishes were fixed on a lab boy
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Figure 3.11: Setup for calcium imaging supported stimulation experi-
ments. The headstage with inserted chip is visible on the bottom, followed
by the ﬂuorescence ﬁler set for Fluo-4 AM stainings and the EM-CCD
camera for video acquisition.
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underneath the upright fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axiotech Vario).
Ca2+ activity was monitored in a darkfield configuration (excitation
filter: BP 450-490; beam splitter: FT 510; emission filter: LP 515). To
observe the cell activity, a 10× (HL-1) or 63× (ReNcells) immersion
objective was used, for stimulation experiments inserted through the
top opening of the headstage (see Fig. 3.11) and combined with a 1.6×
tubus lens. Calcium imaging videos with a usual length of 60 s (30 ms
exposure time) have been recorded with a high sensitivity EM-CCD
camera (Hamamatsu C9100-13) and the Hokawo 2.6 imaging software.
Imaging was performed using a rolling average filter with a width of
4 frames and a sequential subtraction of 4 frames, referring to the
Hokawo software manual calculated as following:
AVEn = AVEn−1 +
IMGn − AVEn−1
K
(3.10)
SUBn = IMGn − AVEn (3.11)
AVEn: actual averaged image, AVEn−1: previous averaged image,
IMGn: actual image frame, SUBn: actual sequential subtraction image,
K: number of the average frames, with the image variables referring
to the image intensity. With K = 4 the rolling average causes a noise
reduction with the factor 2 and therefore a better signal-to-noise ratio of
the recorded fluorescence signals. The subtraction of successive image
frames leads to a differentiation-like result, showing only the changes
in fluorescence intensity and thus improving the signal recognition for
very low signals.
Due to the live processing, equation 2.40 for a fluorescence pseudo-
ratio does not apply here and the temporal averaging has to be taken
into account, resulting in a simplified relation for the detected fluores-
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cence intensity:
F ′ = F − Fav
Fav
(3.12)
With the temporal averaged intensity Fav and the measured fluorescence
intensity of the indicator at the start of the experiment F . The complete
setup for stimulation experiments with instantaneous calcium imaging
is depicted in Fig. 3.11.
Propagation Analysis The propagation analysis by cross-
correlation of HL-1 calcium waves was performed by a Matlab script,
written by P. Rinklin [131]. The principle of operation of this script is
sketched in the following.
The recorded calcium imaging videos were first transferred into the
AVI format by the camera software. Next, a down-sampling to a frame
size of 32 × 32 pixels was done and the intensity traces of each of
the resulting pixels were normalized with regard to their temporal
average. Subsequently, the traces were smoothed by a Gaussian filter
(window width 300 ms, only for calculation of interspike intervals,
not for graphical display) and active pixels were discriminated from
inactive pixels by setting a certain intensity threshold. The matrix was
then binary transformed into an activity mask by using its minimum
value plus two times its standard deviation as a threshold and and
searched for connected activity regions. For cross-correlation, the
average intensity trace of each active region was calculated and each
pixel of the region was cross-correlated with this reference trace. In
this way, each of the region’s relative signal delay was detected.
In the end, the delay values were color-mapped and therefore the
temporal propagation of the calcium wave could be visualized.
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4. Results & Discussion
4.1 Nanocavity Devices
4.1.1 Cavity Formation by Chrome
Etching
For the fabrication of nanocavity arrays for on-chip electrophysiology,
conventional MEAs were fabricated using standard cleanroom tech-
nology (see subsection 3.1.1). Gold or platinum was used as electrode
material and while openings ranging between 8 and 24µm could be cho-
sen (smaller electrode openings aim for amperometric techniques which
are not in focus here), 12 and 24 µm were expedient for voltammetric
applications. After cleanroom processing of the MEAs, a simplified
protocol for the fabrication of nanocavity arrays was realized. For this,
the chromium adhesion layer between the electrode material and the
passivation was removed along the feedlines by perchloric chromium
etch solution. Fig. 4.1 shows an optical image of the back-etched
nanocavity sensors. The resulting device exhibit cavities with a width
of 28 µm, corresponding to the width of the feed lines. The cavity
length can be controlled by optical microscopy during the etching
process and ranges here around 50µm, while the cavity height is deter-
mined by the thickness of the chromium adhesion layer (typically in the
range of 100 nm). The microscopic control of the formation process
revealed an etching of approx. 48 µm in 5 min to produce cavities
between the metal layer and the SiO2/Si3N4 passivation. Fig. 4.2a
shows the dependency of cavity length and etching time and images
showing the progression of the etching front at different time stamps
are shown in the inset of the figure. The formation of nanocavities
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Figure 4.1: Microscopic image of 4 nanocavity sensors. The back-etched
cavities are visible as rectangular bright areas at the end of the feedlines.
Also the circular 12 µm electrode opening is pictured. Scale bar: 100 µm.
Published in [45] and reproduced by permission of Wiley-VCH.
a) b)
Figure 4.2: a) Nanocavity length, measured from the aperture’s edge in
feedline direction, over etching time. Inset: etching progress at different time
stamps. The etch front, progressing from right to left along the feed line, is
indicated by the sharp transition from white to grey. Published in [46] and
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Cavity
length in dependance of etching time for different electrode apertures.
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a)
b)
Figure 4.3: a) Filling of a cavity sensor with electrolyte. From left to
right, a subsequent expulsion of air bubbles by liquid intrusion can be
observed. b) HL-1 cells have been cultured on chip for several days. Back-
etched cavities can be seen as rectangular structures along the feedlines.
Published in [46] and reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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is a well-controlled process, which can be tuned to the desired length
of the nanocavity by exchanging the etching solution with water at
an appropriate time. For long time-scales, the etching progress of the
chromium sacrificial layer approaches a square-root dependence of time
(x ∼ √t) as expected for a diffusion limited process. The influence of
the aperture opening on the etching time has been evaluated as well.
Fig. 4.2b shows the cavity length over etching time for nanocavity
arrays with sensor openings of 8, 10, 15 and 20 µm. It can be seen,
that the cavity formation is fastest in case of 20 µm openings and slows
down with decreasing aperture. Comparing the minimal (8 µm) and
maximal (20 µm) opening for an etching time of 700 s, a doubling of
cavity length can be observed. Although this is a noteworthy rate, it
is also obvious that the influence of sensor opening is negligible for
the difference between 20µm and 15 µm, the relevant dimensions for
voltammetric recording and stimulation experiments.
A first check of nanocavity functionality has been performed by
observing the cavity filling, which is depicted in Fig. 4.3a. Here,
the dark structure in the cavity channel is assumed as air bubbles,
supsequently expulsed by liquid intrusion. The device’s stability under
cell culture conditions was tested by culturing cardiomyocyte-like cells
(HL-1) on chip for several days (see Fig. 4.3b).
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4.2 Characterization
4.2.1 Impedance and Capacity
Impedance of Nanocavity Devices A pivot aspect for the
performance of single-cell electrical recordings is the electrode impedance.
This parameter is correlated to the inverse electrode area. This means
that a large electrode/electrolyte interface leads to low impedance
and usually a good signal-to-noise-ratio as long as the seal resistance
between cell and electrode is high. In a former study it has been shown
that reducing a circular aperture opening of a 30µm electrode to 5µm
does not significantly degrade the impedance characteristics of nanocav-
ity devices [42]. Fig. 4.4 shows the mean impedance spectra, measured
from the data of 12 back-etched nanocavity sensors on the same chip.
Data acquisition was performed in a frequency range between 1 Hz and
10 kHz on a nanocavity array with 12µm electrode apertures. For the
size of the total released electrode area (∼ 1100µm2), the readily etched
sensors exhibit a rather low impedance corresponding to an unusually
high specific capacitance of ∼ 160µF cm−2. This could be attributed
to an increased surface roughness and consequently an increased inter-
facial capacitance [132, 133]. More surprisingly however, only a slight
influence of the nanocavity on the impedance spectra even at high fre-
quencies can be observed. In principle, the limited conductivity in thin
nanochannels should show an effect at high frequencies if the ohmic
resistance starts to approach the capacitively dominated impedance of
the electrode-electrolyte interface. For example, an estimation of the
resistance R = (ρ · l)/A with the specific resistivity ρ, length l and area
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Figure 4.4: Mean impedance of 12 nanocavity sensors with an aperture
of 12 µm on one chip. Published in [45] and reproduced by permission of
Wiley-VCH.
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A in a channel section of 20 µm×20 µm×100 nm (L × B ×H), filled
with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, resistivity ∼ 0.6 Ωm), already
yields a value of ∼ 6 MΩ. The full spectra of the nanocavity sensor can
be approximated by solving the cable equation (2.9) with appropriate
boundary conditions [43]. For the devices used in this work, a limiting
influence due to the ohmic drop in the nanocavity is expected, starting
already below 1 kHz, which is not evident in the data. This can be
demonstrated by considering the capacitive reactance XC = 1/(2pifC)
of the channel for the purpose of comparison. Assuming a capacitance
of ∼ 10 nF this leads to values of ∼ 0.9 MΩ for 100 Hz, ∼ 0.2 MΩ for
500 Hz and finally ∼ 90 kΩ for 1000 Hz, leaving the magnitude range
of the ohmic resistance. Also the phase (∼ 70◦ at 1 kHz) suggests that
the impedance is still dominated by the capacitance.
The described correlation between cavity dimensions and ohmic
resistance as well as fabrication aspects have to be taken in account for
the design of the nanocavity sensors. Sacrificial layers with a thickness
in the range of 10-100 nm have been used. A significantly thicker sacri-
ficial layer and therefore larger cavity height would decrease the ohmic
drop in the nanochannel. However, the choice of cavity height is limited
by device passivation at the edges of the feed lines - a significantly
higher metal stack would probably result in passivation fractures. In
case of large cavity heights very conformal edge-covering passivation
methods would be necessary. Passivation by an atomic layer deposition
(ALD) process could be a promising solution for those insulation-related
issues. The length of the cavity can be tuned by the back-etching
time. A further back etching of the sacrificial layer increases the ex-
posed electrode area and thereby decreases the electrode impedance.
However, depending on the cavity height and the frequency range of
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interest, very long cavities will not yield an additional benefit due to
the ohmic drop inside the nanochannel. Furthermore, a drawback of a
longer cavity is a potential instability of the sensor.
Time-Dependent Impedance To evaluate the effect of cavity
etching on the impedance of the device, impedance spectroscopy during
the etching process has been performed. In Fig. 4.5, the absolute
impedance values are shown in dependence of the etching time. At the
end of an 800 s etching process, a decrease in impedance of about one
order of magnitude can be observed. At the beginning of the etching
process, when the cavity formation is initiated, the impedance is in
the order of 4.3 · 106Ω and 6 · 105Ω for 1 kHz and 10 kHz, respectively.
The specific capacitance of the just opened electrode without cavity
formation lies in the range of 27µF cm−2. From the microscopic time
lapse images in Fig. 4.2, the progression of the cavity etching over
time can be seen. During the etching process, a continuous decrease in
impedance is observed until the cavity length reaches approx. 80µm
(corresponding to ∼ 600 s etching time) (Fig. 4.5). At this point,
effects of a larger electrode-electrolyte interface are masked by the
ohmic resistance of the narrow cavity. Hence, the limiting factor for
impedance improvement for long cavities is the ohmic drop inside
insde the nanochannel. The back-etched electrodes show again a
relatively high specific capacitance in the range of 100µF cm−2. This
is several times higher than the usually observed value for planar
gold surfaces [134]. An increased specific electrode capacitance is
generally caused by a high surface roughness of the interface. In fact,
several approaches aim at increasing the capacitance of the electrodes
introducing nanopatterned interface. Here, this effect is ascribed to
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Figure 4.5: Impedance data (mean ± standard deviation, N=4) as a
function of etching time for probing frequencies of 1 kHz and 10 kHz at
different points during the etching process. The impedance decreases with
increasing etching time until at 600 s (∼ 80 µm cavity size) the ohmic
resistance of the narrow cavity starts to mask the effect of a larger electrode-
electrolyte interface. Published in [46] and reproduced by permission of The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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interdiffusion phenomena at the Au/Cr interface, caused by the high
temperatures used in the fabrication process (300 ◦C).
To conclude, it is assumed that the reason for the impedance decrease
of nanocavity arrays is an increased specific capacity. To specify
the contribution of the surface capacity and proof the assumption of
temperature control of the structuring process of gold, a silicon wafer
has been metalized with a Ti/Au/Cr (10 nm/200 nm/100 nm) stack
and cut into single 7 mm×7 mm samples. These samples have been
heated up to a maximum temperature of 400 ◦C in 100 ◦C steps to be
compared to the unheated sample state (20 ◦C) and an equivalently
processed Ti/Pt/Cr wafer. The chromium layer was removed by a wet
etch procedure. Platinum has not shown a distinct interdiffusion effect,
neither in completely processed MEA devices, nor in the metalized Si
samples. Therefore the interdiffusion influence of platinum is assumed
to be negligible here.
Figure 4.6: Specific surface capacitance of gold over annealing tempera-
tures.The gold samples have been treated with KOH to remove Al residues
on the surface. The values decrease with increased temperature.
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To investigate the influence of the nanostructure to the increase
in sensor capacity, impedance spectra have been performed on the
differently annealed Au samples. Fig. 4.6 shows the capacity, calculated
from these spectra. The values decrease with increased annealing
temperature.
In summary, it is shown, that the here presented nanocavity sensors
exibit a low impedance. Although different strategies for decreasing
the sensor impedance have been documented in literature [30, 42], the
approach investigated in this thesis respresents a simplified method to
achieve improved electronic sensor properties. In contrast to known
nanocavity fabrication protocols and electrode structuring methods,
no additional lithography steps are needed and the device’s cavity and
structuring principle can be applied to standard MEA electrodes and
hence a flexible and widely implementable technique is developed.
Although the device shows a relatively high surface capacitance, the
decrease in impedance is clearly attributed to the cavity etching. This is
demonstrated by impedance spectroscopy, simultaneous to the etching
process. In contrast to former assumptions, the surface morphology
seems to decrease the sensor capacity. Thus, these results do not match
the measurements on the complete processed device. Possible influences
here could be oxide formation (Au2O3 or Cr2O3) on the surface, due
to chromium residues, impurities or foreign atoms. Surface strain or
stress due to the temperature treatment or the quality of the gold layer
could be further aspects for investigation. This motivates a detailed
examination of the surface structure and composition, which has been
done by AFM, SEM and EDX as presented in the following section.
On macroscopic examination of the temperature samples (see Fig.
4.7), a loss of metallic reflectivity and a change in color with increased
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temperature can be observed. This can be ascribed to increased surface
roughness, which will be discussed next.
20°C 100°C 200°C 300°C 400°C
Figure 4.7: Macroscopic view on gold samples with different annealing
temperature. The change in color due to different microscopic roughness is
clearly visible. Scale bar: 10mm.
4.2.2 AFM: Surface Roughness
To quantify the increase in surface roughness of interdiffusive Au
nanocavity arrays, AFM investigations have been made. In Fig. 4.8
AFM images of nanocavity sensors with Au and Pt electrodes are
depicted. Both metals appear very rough considering their fabrica-
tion by e-beam deposition. The Au sample shows larger and higher
structures than the Pt sample (notice the different image scale here).
The Au electrode shows a mean RMS roughness of 5.42±1.43 nm and
5.74±1.22 nm for a 25 µm2 and 4 µm2 area, respectively. The Pt elec-
trode however, yield a mean RMS roughness of 2.47±0.07 nm and
2.56±0.06 nm. In principle, for a larger area of investigation, a higher
RMS value should be expected. The small difference in RMS values for
different areas is explained by the small magnitude of the interdiffusion
structure compared to the magnitude of the considered sample section.
Nonetheless, the difference in roughness and therefore the effect of
surface structuring by interdiffusion is clearly evident here and confirms
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the theory of a high surface capacity due to increased surface roughness
and therefore a higher surface area for gold, whereas the interdiffusion
effect of Pt is negligibly small.
5µm 2µm
-20.5nm
25.3nm
-32.3nm
43.3nm
5µm 2µm
10nm
-6.3nm
11nm
-7.1nm
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.8: AFM images of a gold (a,b) and platinum (c,d) nanocavity
array. The difference in roughness and therefore the effect of surface struc-
turing by interdiffusion is clearly evident here (notice the different image
scales).
4.2.3 SEM/EDX: Surface Structure and
Composition
To characterize the readily fabricated device, SEM images were
taken. In Fig. 4.9a-c SEM images of a Ti/Au/Cr nanocavity electrode
with SiO2/Si3N4 passivation can be seen. It shows a rough electrode
surface with the expected structuring by interdiffusion. The chip was
processed at a higher temperature (maximum temperature of approx.
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300 ◦C) compared to devices which does not show a structuring effect
by interdiffusion. Hence and on basis of the described characteristics of
a) b) c)
d)
Figure 4.9: SEM images of a nanostructured cavity device with gold
electrode and SiO2/Si3N4 passivation (a-c) and platinum electrode and PI
passivation (d). The effect of gold interdiffusion on the electrode surface can
be seen (c) as well as the bending of the brittle passivation due to intrinsic
stress (a). The latter does not occur in case of PI (d). Scale bars: 5 µm.
the interdiffusion phenomena, it can be assumed that the structuring
effect could be controlled by annealing temperature. This represents
a first guiding finding towards the characterization of the structuring
process.
An additional effect which can be observed in Fig. 4.9, is the
bending of the SiO2/Si3N4 passivation layer at the edge of the electrode
opening in feedline direction. This is caused by the rather brittle
material characteristics of the passivation stack. Besides the discussed
advantageous properties in cell culture of PI for chip passivation (see
subsection 3.3.2), PI also does not show this kind of cavity deformation,
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as demonstrated with the equivalent SEM image of a PI passivated
cavity sensor in Fig. 4.9d.
The structure of thin evaporated metal films is decisive for their
electrical resistivity and depends on substrate material and temperature
during evaporation, evaporation rate, vacuum quality and film thickness
[135, 136]. The substrate temperature plays a particularly important
role. For a first microscopic characterization of the differently annealed
samples, SEM images have been taken (see Fig. 4.10). Besides the
described interdiffusion effect for annealing temperatures of 200 ◦C
and higher, the entropically favorable polycrystalline character of gold,
manifesting in morphological grains at the layer surface, can be seen in
the 20 ◦C and 100 ◦C samples and to a lesser extent at 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C.
It has been reported, that these grains are comparable in dimensions
with the film thickness [137]. Here, the gold film thickness has been
200 nm, while the observed grains for the 20 ◦C sample appear in a range
of around 100 nm. Further, it is known that the crystallographic grain
size (imbedded in the bulk) saturates with increasing film thickness
(for gold at a thickness of 140 nm and a grain size of 48 nm [136]), while
the morphological grain size (at the film surface) keeps increasing with
film thickness. This can be explained by interpreting the saturation as
high density crystallographic defects and considering the morphological
grains as agglomerates of crystallographic grains. As expected and
described in literature [135, 138], the grain structure gets flattened with
increasing temperature. This especially becomes clear by comparison
of the 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C samples. Van Attekum et al. investigated in
their work [137] the resistivity for gold films at room temperature in
dependence of the film thickness. It is revealed, that possible structural
defects by grain formation have a major influence on the resistivity
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only for ﬁlm dimensions smaller than 50 nm. The resistivity for gold
ﬁlms of 200 nm is reported with 2.5 μΩcm, therefore the inﬂuence of
grain formation on ﬁlm resistivity can be neglected within the scope
of this thesis.
Figure 4.10: SEM images of gold samples annealed at diﬀerent temper-
atures. A Ti/Au/Cr metal stack was deposited on a silicon wafer, after
heating and cutting in square samples, the chromium layer was removed by
wet-etching. At 20 ◦C, 100 ◦C and 200 ◦C the grain boundaries of gold are
clearly visible, while ﬁrst interdiﬀusion structures form at 200 ◦C. The eﬀect
increases at 300 ◦C and ends in formation of an eutectic alloy at 400 ◦C.
Scale bars: 500 nm.
Although grain formation is not a pivot aspect for resistivity con-
siderations, it has to be preconceived for evaluation of grain boundary
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interdiffusion effect. Atomic diffusion in solid metals and alloys is medi-
ated by defects like point defects (vacancies, interstitials), dislocations,
grain boundaries, phase boundaries or free surfaces, since the mobility
of atoms is usually higher around those discontinuities [108]. The two
main mechanisms which have to be taken into account here are bulk
diffusion through the gold and grain boundary diffusion. In Fig. 4.10
the appearance of first diffusive structures between single grains can be
seen for an annealing temperature of 200 ◦C, which is consistent with
the observations of Hirvonen et al. [100], who reported no migration
of chromium for a 150 ◦C annealing, but for 250 ◦C and 450 ◦C. After
annealing with 300 ◦C a diffusion increase can be observed as well as a
spreading of the metal grains, before leading to the nodal and undulat-
ing structure seen in the 400 ◦C image. Similar structures have been
shown in [107]. The tilted perspective furthermore depicts a structural
change on a smaller scale in-between the bigger nodes. Because the
activation energy for grain boundary diffusion is lower than for bulk
diffusion [108], first the grain boundaries are decorated with diffusion
structures.
Two rather macroscopic side effects of the 400 ◦C annealing are
shown in 4.11. Here, surface defects have formed, which interestingly
reflect the sample geometry (Fig. 4.11a and b). The orientation of
the defect square is parallel to the orientation of the sample square.
This is probably a matter of structure transfer due to the different
lattice constants of gold and chrome. Additionally the thermal strain
seems to cause fissures in the gold layer (Fig. 4.11c and d), leaving the
layer in single isolated patches which might not be in contact with the
remaining metal film anymore.
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Figure 4.11: SEM images (a-c) of a 400 ◦C annealed gold sample and
a optical micrograph (d), depicting structural defects ascribed to the high
temperature treatment. Scale bars: 50 μm (a,b,d) and 5 μm (c).
A potential drawback of the process which has to be considered
is on the one hand the possible formation of chromium oxide on the
surface structure. This has been reported in particular for a 11 h
anneal at 250 ◦C and generally for 450 ◦C [100]. On the other hand,
the relation between diﬀusion process and change in resistivity, as
reported by Rairden [103] as well as Thomas and Haas [139], can
alter the potential functionality for electronic devices. This means
that the Au layer’s resistivity increases with proceeding diﬀusion, i.e.
increasing chromium content. Slusark et al. [102] report a change in
resistivity of approx. 2.1 μΩcm per Cr percentage. For 300 ◦C and
higher annealing they found a maximum gold resistivity of 23 μΩcm.
Many studies focus on the inﬂuence of a chromium adhesion layer on
the properties of gold conducting paths, thus investigate the chromium
diﬀusion into the gold layer. Since the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient of gold
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is higher than that of chromium (1.6·10−36 vs. 4.7·10−59 m2 s−1 at
300 K [104]), it can be assumed here, that gold is rather migrating into
the chromium layer than the other way around. This is confirmed by
the work of Majni et al. [140] about the interdiffusion of chromium
and gold films on silicon. By backscattering spectra and an Arrhenius
fit they determine the interdiffusion coefficient of Au in Cr for a
temperature of 425 ◦C to be D = 2.2 ·10−16cm2 s−1, the pre-exponential
factor to be D0 = 2 · 10−11cm2 s−1 and the Au activation energy
of a grain boundary controlled diffusion process to be ET =0.68 eV.
Combining these parameters with the annealing temperatures used
for the samples in Fig. 4.10 leads to the dependence of diffusion
coefficient and temperature depicted in Fig. 4.12a. For temperatures
above 200 ◦C the coefficient starts to rise and reaches 0.21 ·10−16cm2 s−1
for 300 ◦C and 1.62 · 10−16cm2 s−1 for 400 ◦C. This is consistent with
the interdiffusion investigations by SEM, showing a distinct structure
at these temperatures. The effect at 200 ◦C might be ascribed to a
comparable small coefficient of 0.01 · 10−16cm2 s−1 and a deviance in
temperature setting during the annealing process.
In [140] an activation energy for Cr of 2.35 eV is given. The equi-
valent plot of the diffusion coefficient can be seen in in Fig. 4.12. It
is obvious, that the time scale is several magnitudes smaller and the
starting temperature is higher for Cr than for Au diffusion.
This leads to the question of the surface composition and how much
Cr the structured Au electrode includes. For that, the phase diagram
of the Cr-Au bulk has to be examined (see [139, 141]), leading to the
estimation of the maximum chromium solubility in Au to be about
25% and 15% at 150 ◦C [102]. To evaluate these values, EDX spectra of
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Figure 4.12: Visualization of the interdiﬀusion coeﬃcient D for Au (left)
and Cr (right) in dependence of annealing temperature, based on ﬁndings
in [140].
a structured and readily processed nanocavity sensor have been taken
ﬁrst.
The EDX image of the sensor (see Fig. 4.13) as well as the cor-
respondent spectra (Fig. 4.14) validates the characterization of the
interdiﬀusion process. Si and Au have been detected here, as well
as O and N. The latter originates from the oxide and nitride content
of the passivation. Cr was not detected, as expected for an approx.
300 ◦C annealed metal layer. The weak signal depicted in the EDX
micrograph for Cr is an artefact caused by similarities in emission of
O and Cr: The Kα emission line energy of oxygen (524.9 eV) and the
Lα emission line energy of chromium (582.8 eV) are close. Thus, the
low “chromium content” identiﬁed in this image actually belongs to
the oxygen emission of the sample. To go further into the question of
surface composition of the chrome etched gold layer, EDX spectroscopy
has been performed on the 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C annealed gold
samples. Representative spectra are shown in Fig. 4.15. In all spectra
Au and Si have been found, corresponding to the silicon substrate
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Figure 4.13: SEM image and EDX micrographs of an Au nanocavity
sensor, processed at a temperature of approx. 300 ◦C. Depicted is the
transition from electrode area to passivation. Scale bar: 500 nm.
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Figure 4.14: EDX spectra of a complete processed Au nanocavity sensor,
process temperature approx. 300 ◦C.
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Figure 4.15: Exemplary EDX spectra of diﬀerently annealed Au layers.
Besides the elements of electrode, substrate and sacriﬁcial layer material, a
contamination with Al has been detected.
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and the Au layer, whereas a very small amount of Cr (2.46% in one
of three spectra, see table 4.2) on the 300 ◦C and no chromium on
the 200 ◦C sample has been detected. Additionally a contamination
with Al was found in the 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C spectra, caused by the
evaporation chamber in which Al has been processed before. It is as-
sumed, that Al residues on the chamber wall disengaged at some point
of the fabrication process, therefore a rather statistical appearance in
terms of location on the sample and temperature dependence is not
surprising. The material diffusion at 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C is higher than
at 200 ◦C, another aspect which could explain the Al absence in the
200 ◦C spectra. The temperature dependent capacity data shown in
Fig. 4.6 has been measured on KOH treated samples (0.1M solution,
20 h). KOH has been used to remove any Al on the surface, but consi-
dering the material mixing by interdiffusion and alloy forming, it is still
uncertain how much Al remained in the Au layer. The low nitrogen
and oxygen content found in the 300 ◦C sample could be identified as a
contamination, maybe caused by chrome etch residues (NO3 group in
the etch solution). Interestingly, also a small carbon peak appears in
the spectra of all samples, which can be ascribed to a possible organic
contamination (see Fig. 4.10). This assumption is supported by dark
(less conductive) areas in the SEM pictures, interpreted as organic
material. To follow the question of layer composition and remaining Cr
in the case of 400 ◦C annealing, the EDX spectra have been quantified
(see tables 4.1,4.2 and 4.3).
As shown in the corresponding spectra, no Al was found in the
200 ◦C sample, while a small amount of 0.51±0.21% was detected
in the 300 ◦C sample. Si and Ti was found in both samples. This
can be explained by the penetration depth of the EDX, which has
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Spectrum C N Si Ti Au
1 1.72 1.78 96.50
2 3.39 1.37 95.24
3 2.59 4.88 12.47 0.46 79.61
4 3.56 4.42 12.43 0.52 79.07
5 3.94 4.53 12.32 0.51 78.71
Mean 3.04 3.40 12.41 0.50 85.83
Std. 0.79 1.50 0.06 0.03 8.22
Table 4.1: Quantification of elements found by EDX in the 200 ◦C sample.
All values in weight%.
the magnitude of ∼ 500 nm. Since the penetration depth is energy-
dependent, it can be differ for the presented spectra, depending on
what energy range was applied for investigation.
The points on the 400 ◦C sample which has been investigated can be
exemplary seen in Fig. 4.16. Spectrum 1 and 4 were taken on points
of elevated material, while spectrum 2 and 3 were taken on the lower
areas of the topography. As expected, all spectra give peaks identified
with the materials of substrate, electrode and sacrificial layer: Si, Au
and Cr.
Table 4.3 shows the amount of Al, Si, Cr and Au in weight percent.
In the elevated sample points (spectrum point 1 and 4) the Cr amount
is slightly lower than in the lower points (41.10% and 44.05% vs.
53.70% and 47.48%). This could confirm the diffusional behavior of
Au und Cr depicted in the diffusion coefficient plots in Fig. 4.12.
The diffusion of Au starts at a lower temperature (due to a lower
activation energy) and is faster. Additionally, the Au diffusion is
more distinct at the grain boundaries. Thus, the elevated structures
contains more Au, while the result of the later Cr diffusion inset can
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Spectrum N O Al Si Au
1 1.75 1.16 0.71 1.10 93.16
2 2.15 0.46 1.54 93.39
3 1.74 1.29 0.40 1.25 95.32
4 2.29 0.45 2.26 93.73
Mean 1.98 1.23 0.51 1.54 93.90
Std. 0.24 0.07 0.12 0.45 0.85
Table 4.2: Quantification of elements found by EDX in the 300 ◦C sample.
Due to reasons of arrangement, the values for C, Ti and Cr (2.14%, 2.46%,
1.28%) are not depicted. They where measured only in one spectrum each
(1, 2, 4). All values in weight%.
be observed in the lower topography. It is interesting to see that the
mean sample percentage of Cr is higher than the amount of Au. This
can be explained on the one hand by the eutectic point of the Cr/Au
composite, which influences the resulting Au structure. On the other
hand, a possible diffusion of Au into the underlying Si/Ti layer has to
be considered, whereas the only 10 nm thick Ti layer represents only a
small contribution. At an annealing temperature of 370 ◦C all three
phases are in equilibrium. The Gibbs free energy equals zero and a
complete mixing of Au, Si, Ti and Cr takes place [140, 142]. Thus,
the high amount of Cr in the whole sample and especially in the lower
areas of the surface structure represent the formation of an eutectic
alloy at the interface of Au and Cr. Further it can be assumed that for
temperatures above 350 ◦C the alloy formation dominates the above
discussed grain boundary diffusion. This is supported by the spectra
of samples with an annealing temperature below the eutectic point
(200 ◦C and 300 ◦C), in which no Cr was found. The structure of the
200 ◦C and 300 ◦C samples can hence be completely ascribed to the
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Figure 4.16: Several locations on a 400 ◦C annealed gold sample were
investigated by EDX spectroscopy. The points of interest are marked in
this SEM image. Scale bar: 500 nm.
diffusion process. Despite that, a very small amount of Ti was found
in all three quantified EDX investigations (data not shown): ∼ 0.49%
(200 ◦C), ∼ 1.28% (300 ◦C) and ∼ 2.42% (400 ◦C). The increasing trend
indicates an increasing diffusion of the Ti adhesion layer underneath
the Au layer.
It can be concluded, that for the utilization of interdiffusive gold
electrodes, a starting temperature of the effect around 200 ◦C was found.
While the grain structure of gold (distinctive at lower temperatures)
is assumed to be negligible, surface defects at higher temperatures
(400 ◦C) have to be considered in terms of reduced conductivity. A
very distinct structural effect could be demonstrated for annealing at
400 ◦C, caused by alloy building of the involved materials. Further,
the EDX evaluation of readily processed nanocavity devices shows
a rather unremarkable spectrum, exibiting Au (electrode material)
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Spectrum Al Si Cr Au
1 1.45 31.35 41.10 26.11
2 0.40 35.74 53.70 10.15
3 0.58 29.61 47.48 22.32
4 1.27 29.63 44.05 25.04
Mean 0.93 31.58 46.58 20.91
Std. 0.51 2.89 5.42 7.35
Table 4.3: Quantification of elements found by EDX in the 400 ◦C sample.
All values in weight%. The corresponding points of investigation are depicted
in Fig. 4.16.
as well as Si, O and N (substrate and passivation). The differently
annealed planar gold samples contain Au (200 ◦C and 300 ◦C) and
a contamination by Al (300 ◦C). The most exceptional spectrum
is attributed to the 400 ◦C sample, showing a high amount of Cr
(∼ 47%) compared to a lower amount of Au (∼ 21%) and also an Al
contamination. While many investigations of metal diffusion focus on
the diffusion of the adhesion layer material into the conduction path on
top, initial investigations on the diffusion of the electrode material have
been achieved here. This lays the foundation for utilizing the electrode
material of conventional devices for a further functionalization towards
a improved electrochemical or electrophysiological interface.
So far it has been shown, that there are several possible influences
of the surface structure and composition like Au grains, Al conta-
mination, thermal fissures and Cr residues, while the structure and
composition of 400 ◦C annealed Au/Cr samples is dominated by alloy
formation. Another aspect which should be investigated for evaluating
the electrochemical behavior of interdiffusive structured devices is the
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surface energy, i.e. hydrophobicity. To follow this, contact angles were
measured in dependence of the annealing temperature.
4.2.4 Contact Angle: Surface Energy
Fig. 4.17 shows the contact angle in dependence of the annealing
temperature. For that, a 5 µL drop has been deposited and after 10-20 s
the contact angles have been determined by the Laplace-Young fit.
After the angle rises until 100 ◦C, between 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C a drop sets
Figure 4.17: Contact angle of gold in dependence of annealing tempera-
ture.
in. This indicates a correlation with the interdiffusion of gold, which
starts above 200 ◦C. Although the Au samples have been treated with a
plasma activation before the capacity was determined, it becomes clear,
that the contact angle and temperature dependent surface capacity
are correlated. Thus, the hydrophobicity first increases, which could
be interpreted as an increase in surface roughness from 20 ◦C to 200 ◦C.
Also, the increasing contact angle could be an indication for a surface
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contamination by foreign metal atoms, water or organic material. All
of this could alter the surface behaviour. Then, the angle drops and
the hydrophobicity decreases marking an activation point for a surface
effect between 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C. Considering the SEM images of the
300 ◦C and 400 ◦C sample, attention has to be drawn to the relative
small contact angle difference between those two points. Here, a
significant topographical change leads only to a small change in contact
angles. After all, also a counteracting effect of annealed and therefore
merging grain boundaries and the interdiffusion effect has to be taken
into account. While the gold interdiffusion causes a higher surface
roughness, the annealing of gold grains represent a smoothing effect.
Aiming to establish a consistency between the advantageous electri-
cal properties of nanocavity arrays in terms of low impedance and high
surface area and the opposing results of investigations on large scaled
Au layers, several factors have been revealed which could distort a
detailed surface capacity estimation: metallic or organic impurities and
contaminations, thermal stress as well as material mixing due to alloy
formation. A main point yielded by the contact angle measurements
is the similar behavior of the 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C samples. The drop
in the contact angle indicates a common effect on surface energy for
these samples. It is further remarkable, that there is only a small
contact angle difference between 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C, although a distinct
structural change is documented here.
Nonetheless one of the core issues in introduction of a new fabrication
method of a modified device is the question about functionality. As a
first experiment to proof this, FIB sectioning on cell-covered nanocavity
sensors were done and will be presented and discussed in the following.
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Figure 4.18: FIB cross-section of HL-1 cells on a nanocavity sensor. A
tight contact between cell and gold (top) and platinum (bottom) sensor can
be seen. Scale bar: 5 µm.
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4.2.5 FIB: Cell-Chip Coupling
A crucial factor, which influences the sensing and stimulation per-
formance of a functional device, is the cell-substrate interface. A low
seal resistance of this junction alters signal transmission between the
cell membrane and sensor and reduces the signal transfer significantly.
It has been shown that the seal resistance for nanocavity devices can
lie in the range of several tens of MΩ, an order of magnitude higher
than standard planar MEAs [43]. Here, the cell-sensor interface has
been evaluated by SEM in combination with focused ion beam (FIB)
sectioning, as shown in Fig. 4.18. The cell covered sensor displays only
a small cleft between cell and electrode. Further it can be clearly seen,
that the cell adheres tightly and directly to the electrode surface, even
for a nanocavity sensor with Pt electrode (Fig. 4.18 bottom), showing
only a small roughening effect.
This behavior might be promoted by the rough surface morphology,
which is associated with an increased surface energy. Several studies
have shown, that micro- and nanostructured surface modifications of
metallic and non-metallic surfaces influence cell adherence and growth
[143–147]. Hallab et al. [148] evaluated metallic biomaterials and found
that surface energy and roughness are correlated with cell adhesion
strength. Although they stated that there is no clear effect of surface
roughness on adhesion strength on metallic surfaces, they showed
a linear relationship between surface energy (measured in PBS and
DMEM medium among other liquids) and cell adhesion strength of
fibroblasts. It can be assumed, that influencing surface energy by
increasing the surface roughness can lead to an improved cell adhesion
on metallic biomaterials. Brüggemann et al. [44] showed in their study
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about the adhesion of electrogenic cells on gold nanopillar electrodes,
that a surface structuring on a nanoscale promotes the adhesion of
HL-1 and HEK cells, but is not advantageous for neuronal cells.
cell
sensor
platinum
passivation
electrode 
opening
Figure 4.19: FIB cross-section of ReNcell VM on a gold nanocavity
sensor. The cells show good adhesion on the PI passivation, but does not
extend into the electrode opening. Scale bars: 10 µm (left) and 3 µm (right).
Here, this finding can be confirmed for the adhesion on nano-
structured cavity electrodes. Even though it is not clear, whether
an improved adhesion strength is related to the cell-chip interaction
or the interaction between adhesion proteins and the surface, it has
been shown that the nanostructuring of nanocavity sensors leads to
a higher surface energy, promoting a better cell adhesion for HL-1
cells. Furthermore, SEM investigations on differentiated ReNcell VM
(Fig. 4.19) show a weaker cell adhesion of neuronal cell bodies to the
nanostructured electrode. Thus the findings regarding neuron adhesion
on nanopillar gold electrodes in literature [44] can be confirmed for the
neuronal progenitor cell line ReNcell VM.
In further FIB investigations, another highly functionalizable feature
of nanocavity devices could be demonstrated. Remarkably, parts of the
HL-1 cell seem to grow inside the channel covering the nanostructured
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electrode. The ability of the HL-1 cell to penetrate into microstructures
[149] is well known and utilized in applications like spatial separation
[150], cell tapping [35] and guided growth [151]. Here, it is demon-
strated that HL-1 cells are also capable of penetrating much smaller
channel-like structures, which exhibit a height of only around 180 nm,
providing a tight cell-device sealing.
In summary, a good cell-chip coupling and even the tight sealing by
HL-1 cell growth into the cavity have been demonstrated. To further
verify the functionality, extracellular AP recordings and stimulation
were performed with nanocavity arrays, accomplishing two impor-
tant applications for micro-electrode arrays in electrophysiological cell
investigations.
Figure 4.20: FIB cross-section of an HL-1 cell on a gold nanocavity
sensor. In-between passivation and electrode, cellular protrusion into the
cavity is observed. The cleft between cell and electrode is small, allowing for
a tight sensor sealing and therefore a good signal transduction. Published
in [46] and reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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4.3 Application
4.3.1 Action Potential Recordings
The evaluation of the nanocavity device for cell culture applications
was performed by extracellular action potential recordings. As model
for an electrophysiologically active cell system, the cardiomyocyte-like
cell line HL-1 was used [58]. A confluent cell layer is loaded with the
calcium sensitive fluorescent dye Fluo-4 AM for a simultaneous optical
monotoring of electrical activity. By using a calcium-sensitive fluores-
cent dye it is possible to visualize intracellular calcium concentrations
correlated with the occurrence of action potentials [152]. The graph in
Fig. 4.21 shows electrical signals captured from five channels (blue)
and the correlated optical fluorescence signal, extracted from areas of
interest above the corresponding electrodes (red overlay). Although
the calcium signal is significantly slower than the electrical action po-
tentials, the correlation is clearly visible. The staining of the confluent
cell layer on the chip leads to the observation of a propagating calcium
wave through the confluent cell layer. This can be utilized for the
optical evaluation of stimulation experiments [152] without electrical
recordings, which are often distorted during the chip-based stimulation
process via crosstalk [153].
Recorded electrical signals from a back-etched nanocavity are dis-
played in Fig. 4.22. They show peak-to-peak amplitudes of up to
approx. 3 mV, which suggests good sealing properties at the cell-sensor
interface. The large signals avoid any necessity to reduce the bandwidth
by filtering the data. Nevertheless, the unfiltered noise during record-
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Figure 4.21: Electrical signals recorded on five electrodes (blue) and
corresponding optical traces, captured directly above the electrodes (red,
a.u.). Although the calcium signal is significantly slower than the electrical
action potential, the correlation is clearly observed. Published in the
Electronic Supplementary Information of [46] and reproduced by permission
of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 4.22: Action potential recordings from HL-1 cells performed with
nanocavity arrays. Published in [45] and reproduced with permission of
Wiley-VCH.
ing was relatively high (∼ 27 µV RMS) and can be attributed to the
home-built headstage. Since it features both, stimulation and recording
properties, the signal path has to be separated and is equipped with
additional electronic elements contributing to the overall noise level.
However, the results demonstrate the promising capabilities of the
back-etched nanocavity devices.
The functionality of surface structured nanocavity arrays has been
demonstrated as well (see Fig. 4.23a and b). Additionally, the pro-
pagation of the electrical signal through the cell layer and the spatial
resolution of the device are illustrated. Exemplary traces of three
channels are displayed, showing action potential recordings of HL-1
cells recorded with surface structured nanocavity sensors. To remove
artifacts, that originate from the camera trigger during simultaneous
optical recording, electrical AP recordings have been smoothed by a
Savitzky-Golay filter [154] (window size of 51, 3rd order polynomial,
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unfiltered data shown in Fig. 4.23c). The action potentials have a
peak-to-peak amplitude in the range of 1 mV and a signal-to-noise
ratio of about 50 (peak-to-peak signal vs. peak-to-peak noise). The
propagation of the electrical signals through the cell layer and the
spatial resolution of the device are illustrated by the temporal difference
of signals recorded with channels, located at different positions on the
chip. Calculated from three exemplary traces, the propagation velocity
of the action potential wave is approx. 11 mm s−1.
The here discussed evaluation of the nanocavity sensor applicability
for action potential recordings has further confirmed the concept of a
simplified modification method towards low impedance electrodes with
a good cell-sensor sealing, enabling high SNR voltammetric recordings.
Besides a high SNR, the measured signals show comparable or even
higher amplitudes as measured with devices fabricated with a more
complex approach [29, 30, 32].
4.3.2 Voltage-Controlled Stimulation
This paragraph focuses on the evaluation of localized voltage-
controlled stimulation using nanocavity arrays. To evaluate the cell
activity independent of electrical measurements, simultaneous optical
recordings were performed. For the stimulation experiments, biphasic
square wave pulses with a duty cycle of 30, a frequency of 250 Hz and
amplitudes between 600 mV and 900 mV were applied. 30 cycles were
repeated within a 60 s time frame generating a stimulation pattern
of approximately 0.5 Hz. The calcium fluorescence intensities at the
16 electrodes within the sample image were extracted and plotted
over time (see Fig. 4.24). The left graph shows a rather irregular
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Figure 4.23: Action potential recordings performed with surface struc-
tured nanocavity arrays. Shown are three channels, the traces are smoothed
by a Savitzky-Golay-filter. The beating behavior over a time span of 30 s is
shown in (a). (b) Shows single beating events of the same traces at a higher
time resolution. The temporal shift of the three spikes becomes evident
indicating the propagation of the action potential across the cell layer. The
unfiltered signal is depicted in (c). Published in [46] and reproduced by
permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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behavior of the unstimulated HL-1 layer (Fig. 4.24a). The right graph
displays the cell network’s response to the stimulation in terms of a
higher beating frequency and an increased regularity (Fig. 4.24b). The
data unequivocally shows that the signal, which is applied via the
nanocavities, forces the beating pattern of the HL-1 network to fall in
line with the stimulation frequency. This circumstance gets even more
explicit by calculating the mean spike frequencies for the stimulated
and unstimulated network as shown in Fig. 4.25. The beating pattern
of the stimulated network is increased to the stimulation frequency.
At the same time, the variations in the beating pattern (standard
deviation) is significantly reduced, highlighting the reliability of the
stimulation process.
Figure 4.24: Calcium fluorescence signals from 16 regions of interests
without (a) und with (b) stimulation. The spontaneous beating activity
(no stimulation, a) is rather irregular. When applying voltage pulses, the
optical signal follows the regular stimulation pattern (b). The signal applied
via the nanocavities thus clearly forces the beating pattern of the HL-1
network to fall in line with the stimulation frequency. Published in [46] and
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
To further analyze the network response to prolonged stimulation,
calcium imaging videos of spontaneous as well as stimulated beating
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Figure 4.25: Mean spike frequencies, calculated on basis of the cross-
correlation analysis of calcium imaging videos. In the stimulated case, the
frequency is increased to the stimulation frequency while the variation in
the beating pattern is significantly reduced as compared to the spontaneous
activity. Published in [46] and reproduced by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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activity were recorded and subsequently analyzed by a Matlab script to
perform a cross-correlation analysis of the local fluorescence intensity.
The propagation plots can be seen in Fig. 4.26.
Figure 4.26: Cross-correlation analysis of calcium imaging videos. The
time delay of the propagating action potential front is color coded, referring
to the color scale in (a). x- and y-axis give the dimensions of the observed
sample section. A voltage-controlled stimulation protocol has been applied
in every second measurement (b,d,f) to high-jack the cell’s pacemaker and
change the network’s beating behavior. Spontaneous activity can be seen
in (a), (c) and (e). Every image represents the same position on the same
sample. Published in [46] and reproduced by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
In this experiment, one minute videos with alternating applied and
non-applied stimulation protocols were recorded and used for data
analysis. While the spontaneous calcium waves starts at the bottom
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of the image and propagates to the top, the onset of four electrode
stimulation in the center of the sample triggers the calcium wave
to originate in the center before propagating to the outer periphery.
This “high-jacking” effect on the cells’ pacemaker can be repeated
several times. In Fig. 4.26 a cycle of three stimulation onsets is
shown. After each stimulation period, the cells return to their intrinsic
beating behavior. This influence on the signal conduction could be
used in future applications for investigation of cardiac arrhythmia by
creating activity patterns connected to fibrillation. After the second
stimulation period (Fig. 4.26d) a shift of the wave front to a more
horizontal orientation was observed (Fig. 4.26e). Similar effects have
been observed during cardiac conduction blocking with high-frequency
signals shown in the work of Dura et al. [68]. Also it has been reported,
that rapid stimulation can cause electrical remodeling of cardiac cells,
which might lead to increased vulnerability to atrial fibrillation [155].
The change in action potential direction could be a transition stage to
stimulation induced occurrence of fibrillation phenomena on a cellular
level [156].
To sum up, cell-chip communication in both directions, receiving
information from the cell system by high SNR action potential record-
ings as well as feeding in by stimulation and pacing of a HL-1 cell
network, could be demonstrated with nanocavity arrays.
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4.4 Implementation of an
Alternative Cell System
After the device was successfully employed as electrical interface of
cells, a next step was the system’s extension on a second electrogenic
cell model. For that reason, the commercially available ReNcell VM was
implemented and different differentiation protocols were investigated.
In the end, ReNcells, positively stained for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH,
indicating a dopaminergic development) and neuronal character were
examined via calcium imaging to gain information about the possible
development of action potentials and voltage-controlled stimulation
was used to test the existence of voltage-gated ion channels and thus
the electrogenic development.
4.4.1 Differentiation Protocols and
Immunostaining
Investigations on the differentiation of a dopaminergic and electri-
cally active cell system provided the fundament for two master theses
[129, 157]. Here, the findings regarding differentiation of ReNcells
towards a neuronal fate are presented. ReNcell VM are reported to de-
velop dopaminergic behavior and action potentials in the differentiated
state, and connected with this, to exhibit a tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)
expression [59, 60]. To verify the ascribed characteristics, the standard
differentiation protocol provided by Millipore (see subsection 3.3.2)
was tested as described in [157]. After 21 days of cell differentiation,
an immunohistochemical analysis was performed. Figure 4.27 shows
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Figure 4.27: Immunostaining of neurosphere-diﬀerentiated ReNcell VM
against TH, MAP2 and DAPI [157]. No TH positive cells could be identiﬁed.
The staining against MAP2 indicates a neuronal phenotype. Scale bar:
200 μm.
the staining for TH, microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) and
4,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol (DAPI, a ﬂuorescent DNA marker used to
mark the cell nucleus). MAP2 is a dedrite-speciﬁc marker and used to
conﬁrm neuronal development. The cells expressed neuronal marker
proteins, as MAP2 and showed no functional TH expression. This
means, neuronal properties are proven but no dopaminergic character-
istics could be assumed.
In a second attempt, a diﬀerent ReNcell VM culture with a similar
passage number was used. The cells were diﬀerentiated by the standard
protocol for a duration time of 21 days and were stained against MAP2
and TH (Fig. 4.28a). Here, an amount of 8% TH-positive ReNcells
could be determined. To gain a higher diﬀerentiation success rate
and ﬁnd a more cost-eﬃcient diﬀerentiation protocol, two alternatives
were evaluated. As described in subsection 3.3.2, the ﬁrst option is
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based on a heparin supported diﬀerentiation documented by Choi
et al. [126]. The corresponding staining can be seen in Fig. 4.28b.
Here, an amount of 31% of TH-positive cells could be determined.
Fig. 4.28c represents the immunostaining by the second method, the
cofactor induced diﬀerentiation protocol, according to Kirkeby et al.
[128]. Kirkeby’s method has led to a rather divergent result of 4%
TH-positive cells in the depicted image and around 55% for a cell
aggregation (data not shown, details given in [129]). The neuronal
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Figure 4.28: Immunostainings against TH, MAP2 and DAPI on ReN-
cells treated with the standard Millipore diﬀerentiation (a), the heparin
supported diﬀerentiation (b) and the cofactor-induced diﬀerentiation (c).
Scale bars: 50 μm.
character could be determined by a MAP2 staining. To aim a higher
diﬀerentiation rate the heparin-supported diﬀerentiation protocol was
implemented in further cell experiments.
After all, the examination of diﬀerent diﬀerentiation protocols has
revealed the complex diﬀerentiation mechanisms towards a dopaminer-
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gic cell character. Although a differentiation in a neuron-like cell type
seems to be successfully implemented, the in literature reported prop-
erties regarding development of a dopaminergic phenotype [59, 60, 123]
could not be confirmed in the same scope.
4.4.2 Optical Action Potential Detection
To further investigate the cell’s development state and to examine
the question of fast voltage-gated channels in the cell membrane, which
are necessary for occurrence of action potentials, calcium imaging
was performed on differentiated ReNcells. Additionally three differ-
ent substrate types have been evaluated: polystyrole culture dishes,
SiO2/Si3N4, and polyimide passivated chips. Spontaneous calcium
activity was detected on all three sample types and is displayed in
Fig. 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31. The calcium-correlated change in fluorescence
intensity has been extracted for different regions of interest (ROIs),
marked in the cell images. The colored circles indicate the color code
of the corresponding trace of fluorescence intensity. To enable a better
relation between the data and cell appearance, in Fig. 4.29, 4.30 and
4.31 the unprocessed fluorescence cell image is depicted, while Fig.
4.32 shows the sequential subtracted image, depicting the intensity
change between different frames. Nonetheless, for higher contrast and
better visualization, all calcium imaging videos have been recorded in
the sequential subtraction mode, as described in subsection 3.4.2.
Although measured on the same cell system, signals differ signi-
ficantly from each other. One factor here could be different calcium
kinetics. To characterize the time scale of the recorded fluorescence
signals, representative peaks have been analyzed regarding rise and
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 4.29: Spontaneous calcium activity of differentiated ReNcells on
a polystyrole substrate. Depicted are 7 ROIs. Sampling rate approx. 33Hz.
A representative peak shows a FWHM of 0.12 s, a rise time of 0.06 s and a
fall time of 0.18 s. Scale bar: 25 µm.
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fall time, i.e. time-to-peak and decay kinetics, as well as the full width
half maximum (FWHM). As a baseline for these calculations the data
median was used, for a more precise adaption to the average noise level.
Time values were rounded to two decimal places. It becomes clear, that
two types of spontaneous cellular calcium signals have been measured.
The spontaneous signals in Fig. 4.29 and 4.30 were recorded on a
cell sample differentiated for 21 days, following the original Millipore
differentiation protocol. Two representative peaks are magnified. The
FWHM of the two fluorescence peaks is 0.12 s or 0.16 s, respectively,
while their rise times are 0.06 s and 0.15 s and their fall times 0.18 s
and 0.95 s. These fluorescence signals show a hyperpolarization-like
undershoot, e.g. a signal dip underneath the baseline. This signal
shape is typical for electrical action potential recordings. But in this
case it is ascribed to artifacts of the video processing by sequential
subtraction. The calcium depletion underneath the pre-spike level
should be too small to be detected here.
The second type of spontaneous signal is pictured in Fig. 4.31 and
4.32 and has been recorded on a SiO2/Si3N4 passivated chip. The
corresponding time values here are 1.02 s (3.05 s) for the FWHM, 1.01 s
(4.00 s) rise time and 1.92 s (5.22 s) fall time. Further, the fluorescence
increase in the videos of Fig. 4.29 and 4.30 seems to occur in a
region limited to the cell soma with a blinking appearance, while the
video forming the basis for Fig. 4.31 shows the propagation of the
calcium signal along the neurites. Although there are no voltage-gated
calcium channels in the myelin area and the Ranvier node of the fully
differentiated axon, T- and R-type voltage-gated calcium channels are
documented in the axon initial segment (AIS) [158]. Further, Kalil
and Hutchins [159] report that calcium activity measured in axons and
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 4.30: Calcium imaging on differentiated ReNcells on a polystyrole
substrate with a high activity. Depicted are 20 ROIs. FWHM: 0.16 s, rise
time: 0.15 s, fall time: 0.95 s. Scale bar: 25 µm.
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its branches is related to axon pathfinding, outgrowth and branching.
Electrical activity and calcium signaling is involved in all three phases
(proliferation, migration and differentiation) of neural development
and thus, the generation and propagation of transient elevations of
intracellular calcium involved in the growth cone of neurons is well-
known [160]. Despite that, calcium sparks in dendrites can occur with
a time scale of several hundred ms [161]. Beside the effect of glial
signaling, these phenomena of calcium signaling outside the soma have
to be taken into account when evaluating the observed propagating
signal character along the neurites and can be an indication of a not
completed differentiation state of the examined cells.
The two discussed signal types with fast localized and slow propa-
gating properties can not be accurately compared, since they can be
interpreted as different parts of the cell’s signaling apparatus. Even so,
it is evident that the short signal type shows a locally defined spiking
behavior on a time scale one order of magnitude lower than the time
scale of the slower signal type, which occured also in the soma, but
shows a propagating intracellular calcium increase as well.
Cells with those slow calcium dynamics were observed parallel to
cells with the fast signals, but with a low incidence. Further, slow
signals were also observed on polystyrol substrates, ruling out the
influence of substrate composition on this aspect of cell development.
An influence of the substrate material is visualized in 4.32. This signal
has been measured on a PI passivated chip and shows a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of approx. 29 (peak-to-peak amplitude vs. RMS noise),
while the signal measured with a SiO2/Si3N4 passivated chip (Fig. 4.31)
has a SNR of approx. 180, which is about six times higher. The reason
for this is autofluorescence of polyimide [162–164] with a wavelength in
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 4.31: Spontaneous calcium activity of differentiated ReNcells on
a SiO2/Si3N4 passivated chip. The investigated cell areas are indicated in
the fluorescence images on the left side. FWHM: 1.02 s, rise time: 1.01 s,
fall time: 1.92 s. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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the range of 515–555 nm (equivalent to green) and which is co-imaged
with the green fluorescence of the calcium indicator Fluo-4. Thus, this
passivation material is not optimal for fluorescence investigations based
on Fluo-4, although ReNcell VM show a better differentiation behavior
on PI passivation than on SiO2/Si3N4 (see subsection 3.3.2).
The fast signals correspond to results reported for neuronal AP
detection by calcium imaging. Smetters et al. [165] report on calcium
signals from neuronal action potentials occurring in the soma with a
time-to-peak of around 10-40 ms and decay kinetics of 1-5 s, recorded
with camera frame rates of 50-200 Hz. The rise time here is approxi-
mately in the same order of magnitude compared to that shown for
the short signals, while the decay time is about one order of magnitude
longer. After all, the here depicted short calcium signals have a similar
time scale to the action potential caused signals presented in literature
[165]. Therefore it can be assumed, that the transient calcium peaks
in the ReNcell somata are action potential related.
Identifying single action potentials or action potential bursts from
calcium signals remains challenging [166–168]. A first limitation is
set here by the sampling rate of the recordings. All calcium imaging
videos processed in this thesis have been recorded with a maximal
sampling rate of approx. 33 Hz. According to Quan et al. [168] AP
burst firing sequences can consist of APs with intervals of less than
20 ms, while they record fluorescence signals with a sampling rate of
1kHz. Regarding the signals shown in Fig. 4.29-4.31 it is to be assumed,
that some information is lost due to undersampling of the underlying
signal. Since the identification of single APs from bursting firing can
be done by analyzing the signals’ rise time [168], due to a lack of signal
resolution it can not be stated here, whether the measured signals
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correlate to single events or AP bursts. A drawback lies in the method
of calcium imaging itself. Calcium dynamics are generally slower than
APs and the calcium signals can become saturated with increasing
events, leading to another uncertainty in relating calcium and potential
spikes. Additionally the process of AM ester loading is cell dependent
because it relates to intracellular encymatic cleavage. This means, the
loading efficiency can differ from cell to cell [167]. Finally, calcium
signals are not exclusively coupled to action potential occurence [166]
as it will be further elaborated next by taking a closer look at the slow
calcium kinetics observed in ReNcells.
Figure 4.32: Spontaneous calcium activity of differentiated ReNcells on
a PI passivated chip. FWHM: 3.05 s, rise time: 4.00 s, fall time: 5.22 s.
Scale bar: 25 µm.
A versatile range of ion channels, pumps and buffers are included
in maintaining the cellular calcium gradient as well as in excitatory
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calcium signaling [169]. Besides the fast Na+/Ca2+ exchanger and
voltage-gated Ca2+ selective channels, which are included in the gener-
ation of action potentials, transient receptor potential (TRP) channels
are a predominant source of calcium influx in human embryonic stem
cell-derived neural epithelial cells and developing neurons [124]. Mor-
gan et al. [124] further provided proof that these channels are the
major source of spontaneous calcium signaling in both proliferating and
neurosphere-supported (see subsection 3.3.2) differentiating ReNcells
and that calcium transients in these cells are thought to be almost
entirely due to calcium influx from the extracellular space. The re-
ported signals have been investigated in a control group and different
medium conditions and appeared at around 50% of proliferating cells
and around 30% of differentiating cells. The signal frequency here
ranges from 2.9 mHz for the control group of proliferating cells up
to 4.2 Hz, corresponding to time ranges of 5.78 min and 0.24 s. For
differentiating cells, frequency ranges of 0.2 Hz up to 4.2 Hz are given,
corresponding to 5 s and 0.24 s. Another signal source, which should
be considered here are the calcium dynamics of astrocytes [170]. Accor-
ding to the distributor and literature [59, 60], ReNcell VM are also able
to differentiate into neuronal subtypes, including oligodendrocytes and
astrocytes. The calcium fluorescence signals documented by Hirase et
al. [170] show a rather wide time scale of 5-50 s and thus seem to be
too long to match the dynamics shown in Fig. 4.31 and 4.32. But still,
a possible astrocyte contribution cannot be completely excluded here.
To sum up, the slow calcium dynamics measured on differentiated
ReNcells could be attributed to comparably slow TRP channels, which
are reported to be weakly voltage-sensitive [169]. This property might
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also play a role in the analysis of stimulated ReNcells in the next
subsection.
4.4.3 Voltage-Controlled Stimulation
To further approach the goal of developing an alternative electrogenic
cell system, stimulation experiments were performed on differentiated
ReNcells. The intention here was to evaluate their electrical behav-
ior and to confirm the existence of voltage-gated ion channels. Fig.
4.33 displays the voltage-controlled stimulation with a PI passivated
Ti/Au/Cr nanocavity array. The cells were prepared at passage 12
and differentiated on chip for 33 days with the alternative heparin
differentiation protocol presented in subsection 3.3.2. A pulse with
a 0.8 V amplitude, a frequency of 250 Hz and a duration of 300 ms
has been applied and the cell response in calcium fluorescence was
recorded. An unsubtracted fluorescent cell image is provided to mark
the position of the stimulation electrode with an electrode opening of
12 µm. It can be seen, that the stimulation response starts directly
above the stimulation electrode and propagates to another cell. The
soma excitation is clearly visible, before the fluorescence signals assume
a rather diffuse behavior with decreased amplitude including propa-
gation along neurites and point-like fluorescent areas. The obtained
calcium fluorescence signals appear on a time scale around one to
several seconds, thus can be categorized as the slow TRP channel
attributed ReNcell signals discussed in the last subsection.
Park et al. have demonstrated voltage-controlled stimulation of
differentiated ReNcells with a graphene covered electrode [171] and
evaluated the stimulation response by calcium imaging with Fluo-4
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a)
b)
Figure 4.33: Voltage-controlled stimulation with a PI passivated
Ti/Au/Cr nanocavity array. An additional unsubtracted fluorescent cell
image is provided to mark the position of the stimulation electrode. Scale
bar: 50 µm.
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as the indicator. They report a long-lasting stimulation response in
the range of several minutes and interpret these signals as proof for
neuronal function of the cells. By staining for GFAP (glial fibrillary
acidic protein) and TUJ1 (neuron-specific class III beta-tubulin) they
further estimated the percentage of glial cells and neurons to be approx.
23% and 40% respectively on a graphene covered device and 35% and
33% respectively on a glass surface. Although stimulation of neurons
combined with Fluo-4 calcium imaging was perfomed by Wang et al.
[37] with a similar result by observing fluorescence peaks on a time
scale of serveral seconds, it seems to be questionable if slow calcium
dynamics can be counted as proof of neuronal cell fate. This impression
is supported in particular by considering the high amount of glial cells
reported by Park et al. [171] and the signal discussion of two different
calcium processes in the last section.
Recapitulatory, the spontaneous activity of differentiated ReNcell
VM could be proven and different signal types identified, indicating
different development paths in neuronal differentiation. Despite the
uncertainty of a complete differentiation into neurons and a readily
developed calcium signaling pathway, the stimulation experiments have
shown that differentiated ReNcells develop voltage-sensitive calcium
ion channels.
Although stimulated ReNcell calcium activity on a long time scale
is documented in literature [171], the ReNcell signaling observations
could be supplemented here by documentation of a propagating signal
behavior in a cell network, thus revealing different calcium signaling
mechanisms in ReNcell differentiation. Further, findings could be
complemented by measuring fast spontaneous calcium signals, which
could be attributed to action potential occurrence.
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Conclusion & Outlook
Within the scope of this thesis, a novel approach for microelectrode
array (MEA) functionalization by introducing nanocavities is presented
as an widely applicable, efficient and well controlled way to improve
electrode characteristics for on-chip electrophysiology. This represents
a promising contribution addressing challenges of transducer design
for communication between electronical and biological systems.
The fabrication process significantly enhances the sensor perfor-
mance by lowering the electrode impedance and promotes cell-sensor
sealing by allowing cells to protrude into the cavity. The devices pro-
vide both a large electrode surfaces and a small microaperature, which
preserves the spatial resolution. The improved fabrication method is
independent from CMOS technology and the postprocessing by wet-
etching can be done in a standard chemical lab environment. The
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cavity fabrication does not require any additional lithography steps,
by which alignment problems of the sacrificial layer can be avoided.
The sensor concept has further been complemented with the nano-
structuring of the electrode layer by utilizing not only the chromium
adhesion layer of a conventional MEA, but also the heating step
included in the fabrication. This is done by the attempt to easily
increase the surface area of the electrode and thus further decreasing the
sensor impedance and additionally provide a rough surface, beneficial
for cell adhesion. A distinct surface roughening was demonstrated
for gold electrodes, whereas platinum electrodes showed only a small
increase in surface roughness and therefore was not pursued further in
this work.
The underlying process of gold diffusion into chromium was charac-
terized, revealing several possible influences on the surface capacitance:
organic contamination, metallic impurities, fissures by thermal stress as
well as material mixing with increasing annealing temperature due to
alloy formation. Also the temperature dependence of the interdiffusion
was shown and an onset temperature of approx. 200 ◦C estimated.
Finally, the presented device was successfully applied for cell applica-
tions. By FIB sectioning, a tight contact between cell and nanocavity
sensor could be demonstrated and action potential recordings were per-
formed, documenting a high signal-to-noise ratio. Further, the pacing
of a HL-1 network was accomplished by voltage-controlled stimulation.
Towards the implementation of an alternative electrogenic cell sys-
tem, the commercially available ReNcell VM was differentiated and
its neuronal character could be proven by MAP2 staining. Also TH-
positive cells were identified, indicating a dopaminergic development
of the cells. Further, the spontaneous calcium activity of differentiated
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cells could be observed. Here, signal types with different time scales
were recorded supposing an incomplete differentiation path, although
voltage-gated stimulation of the cell network could show the develop-
ment of voltage-gated ion channels.
Nanocavity arrays show great potential for on-chip electrophysiology
and the presented device further provides possibilities for investiga-
tion of intercellular communication as well as cardiac phenomena like
stimulation-induced arrhythmia and pacing. Due to their beneficial per-
formance in extracellular recording and highly resolved multi-channel
measurements, additional prospectes can be seen in investigation of
cellular networks regarding drug development, which is known for
conventional MEAs [172]. In general it was shown, that the introduc-
tion of nanocavities to a conventional MEA is improving its electrode
impedance and thus its recording capabilities. Therefore, a transfer
of this concept of electrode modification can generally lead to sensor
improvement, also for other than standard MEA device geometries.
Future applications lie also in the combination of nanocavity devices
and guided cell growth. Guided neurites growing into a functionalized
cavity could improve cell-chip coupling for localized action potential
as well as neurotransmitter recording and investigations on cellular
communication. It has been shown, that HL-1 cells can grow into
the cavity channel. To expand the concept on other cell systems, the
viability and adhesion of neural cells on the diffusion structures have to
be examined in detail. In literature it has been reported [44], that the
neuronal cell body avoids gold nanopillar structures. Thus, evidence
has to be found whether neuronal cells show the same behavior on the
here presented nanostructuring by interdiffusion. Besides, the question
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of neurite adhesion has to be evaluated. The finding of a beneficial
passivation material for ReNcell VM differentiation can maybe lead
to improved on-chip cultivation of other neuron-like or neuronal cell
types.
For more detailed cell adhesion and viability studies, complementing
investigations need to be carried out on the surface structuring. Here,
more data is needed regarding the exact material composition for high
temperature processing for a better understanding of surface energy
effects, which again is crucial for the functionality of adhesion proteins.
To maximize the structuring effect, the influence of material mixing on
the electronic device properties needs to be further evaluated. A better
control of the temperature-initiated process can lead to a optimization
of the surface structuring in terms of a high structuring effect without
the occurrence of defects like thermal fissures. Especially the effect
of 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C annealing demands further attention, since the
impression of a common structural or surface chemical effect was
received, altering surface energy and capacitive behavior.
Regarding the differentiation of ReNcell VM, it is still not clear if the
calcium signaling pathway and mechanism of dopamine generation are
readily developed, thus further experiments are required not only on
neurotransmitter release, but also on electrical proof of action potential
generation, for example by extracellular and patch-clamp recordings.
A promising protocol for development of dopaminergic and electrical
active cells has been found and spontaneous activity observed as well
as the cell’s response to extracellular stimulation. Hence, this cell line
represents a potential alternative to electrogenic and dopaminergic pri-
mary neurons, which could be combined in future with the nanocavity
perspectives in guided growth and localized neurotransmitter detection.
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The presented study on nanocavity arrays for action potential record-
ings and stimulation of cell systems has introduced a novel approach
for efficiently interfacing biological cells and tissue and has further
revealed interesting impulses towards the investigation and extended
application of functionalized sensor surfaces.
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